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Preface 
THIS ATTESrffrr at fortnulating tilt main principle? involved in the 
practical work of compiling bibliographLes results from the 
that no satisfactory guide for the use of $indcrnti and others in¬ 
experienced in biblicagraphical techniques is readily available. 
The only publication covering this field would seem to be M V 
Higgins Bibliography; a beginnti^^ guide the makings evalua¬ 
tion and use of bihtiagraphies, and that treats the subject very 
briefly. Other works on different aspects of bibliography there are 
of course in plenty, but these eiib^ concern themselves with 
scholarly bibliographical description, or are general introductions 
to the subject, devoting little merre than a single chapter to sys¬ 
tematic method (eg Isdaile). Apart from these there is of course 
Georg Schneider's monumental Handbuch der Bibhogxaphie 
which, with its English translation, provides an invaluable fhco- 
tetjcal and historical analysis, but which Is not catcutaCed to 
appeal or be of practical assistance to the novice of today with a 
project before him. 

This guide then is intended for the non-librarian who is obliged 
10 undertake bibliographical work, as well as the student of 
librarianship who must acquire a familiarity w ith bibliographical 
techniques and be able to apply them. For this reason a list of 
tirxtbooks is appended which will assist the beginner to acquire 
some knowledge of the basic procedures of cataloguing, classi¬ 
fication and bibliographical description, which are essential to 
good systematic bibliography, and on which so much has been 
written that there would be no justification for repetition here. 

Methods of rqiroducLion are today so numerous and so rapidly 
developing that any attempt to include a description of them or 
of the peculiar problems which many of them present Tvould be 
of little lasting s^lue. It is therefore left to the bibliographer to 
seek technical advice on this question. 

The illustrations, gleaned from some of the finest examples of 
contemporary bibliography, are by no means the least part of the 
book and the author gratefully acknowledges the sources from 
which they are taken. 

A M t n 
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Preface to the second edition 
THE FIRST ediiicin of this work \tfas published in xerox form by 
the School of Librarian ship of the University of Cape Town> 
primarily for the use of the students in the bibliography course. 
The interest expressed in it by a wider public has caused a few 
necessary amendments to be made for this new edition. 

Nm^erabcr 1965 A H L R 



I 

The meaning of bibliography 
and its varied forms 

THE TERM ' bibliography' has a very wide connotation for the 
English-speaking student or scholar, covering the whole field of 
the science of books as physical entities—their history and chang¬ 

ing fontiSp the materials and methods of their construction, their 
description and recording in Lists. Leading bibliographers differ 
slightly in the names chey^ assign to the various branches of the 
subject. Esdaile and others divide it into three: 

I anaiytkai (comprising the detailed analysis of the structure 
of the book and its dcscriptlan); 

!f historical (embracing the history of the various methods of 
book production^ including printing and adornment); and 

3 syst£malicj which may he preliiciinariJy defined as ‘ the pre~ 
pa ration of lists of books *—in short the compilation of bib¬ 
liographies. 

Greg, supported by Bestermanp combines analytical and his- 
tDrical under the one head ’critical,' but all are agreed on ’sys¬ 
tematic/ Greg actually regards this as the only true hihliographyi 
the systematic application being mere drudgery and prostitution 
of learning. In this he is not supported by Bestetman nor by A W 
Pollard and Sir Stephen Casclee (see The lihrafy fourth series 
1] 1931 £41-262; 13 1932 113-143, 2jf3-s5a). There is an obvious 
distinction between the historical and analytical branches of the 
study of bibliography^ but they both belong to a science capable 
of lending itself to pure scholarship; sjsiematie bibliography on 
the other hand is an art or technique dependent much upon their 
application. The three (or two) branches are naturally much 
interrelated. The learned biblLographer may bCp and has often 
been, able to assist the literary scholar in the establishment of the 
authenticity of his text or the chronological order of varying ver¬ 
sions, by purely bibliographical deduction from the manner in 
which the book is bound up or from the paper on which it is 
printedp proving of invaluable assistance to textual criticism. 
Such research can be simply of an ad hoc nature^ but of how much 
greaier service to scholarship will it be if the reauli, recorded 
according to certain generally recognised rules, is carefully and 
systematically arranged with others, to form a bibliography. 
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All biblictgraphy of courw ts not on this high level of scholar 
ship^ 

It IS Lmpmtive that one should he quite dear about this dLs^ 
tinttiQu at the outsetp because outside the Eu^lish'Speaking world 
—and among certain Atucrican bibliographers as well—the 
question does not arise for the reason that by * bibliography * or 
its equivalent i% understood only that part of the subject which 
we have tailed systematic^ le its application to the compiling of 
bibLiographics. The rest is described as the hook sciences^ the book 

(German: Biichti^‘kundc\ or even by that unpleasant word 
^ bibliolog)^ 

If this difference of interpretation is appreciated we shall be 
able to consider some of the several definitions of bibliography 
suggested by world authorities to help us arrive at a fuller com 
prehension of our subject^ of which ive have so far given a most 
inadequate deBnition. The word bibliography will henceforward 
be used in iis internationally accepted sense and not in its wider 
English one. 

The very brief definition we have used above—^ the preparation 
of lists of books ‘—is that of Get^ Schneider in his H^ndbtich der 
Bibliographic, and a work which, while still unique and very 
important, contains much that is both confusing and unnecessary 
for the beginner in bibliography. Efis deBnition is inadequate in 
that it stipulates no principle or order of airangement of the lists 
to be prepart^j. nor any special degree of selection or description 
of the books in them. A mere list of authors and titles issued by a 
bookseller or publisher for purposes of advertisement is not a 
biblSographyj, nor on the other hand is a library catalogue, how¬ 
ever full its entries may be or however well classified, though 
some few approach it. 

The iTNESco/Library of Congress bibliographical sun'ey 
liQgraphi€at services; ikeir prcsetit state and possibilities of itn^ 

by V \V Clapp (Washington dc, 1950) expanded the 
definition to: ' The technique of systcmatitallv producing de¬ 
scriptive lists of written or published records \ This is more 
satisfactory as it emphasises the essential need of system and 
description and indicates the inclusion of other material than 
books. It still however does not suggest any fundamental differ^ 
ence between bibliography and the compilation of library cata- 
logues. This dilfcrence of course lies in the fact that the catalogue 
IS concerned with the contenis of a single librarv or group of 
libraries and describes only the copies of bodts to be found there¬ 
in. A bibliography is not so confined, either as to the Location of 
the material it records nor to the description of the particular 
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copy of each work which the library chances to possess. The 
bibliographer in fact* is concerned with the w hole product 
of mm's minds on paper, w^herever he can lay his hands on it, for 
his aim is not to guide the seeker to discontents of one collcclion, 
but to help him to find his way about in that great sea of Literature 
which increases so alarmingly year by year, either by simply 
answering the question "What has been wriiten that can help me 
on Lhe subject? * orn the often more complex one," MiTiich edition 
or variant of this book is it that I have and does it vary from 
others? ' As we shall find later, there may be much difference 
between these two approaches to bibliography. 

Schneider diderentiates them as the academic (in its literal 
Sense, of course—not meaning impractical) and trade, and the 
" bibliophiHc/ the imputation being that the first is largely con¬ 
cerned with contemporary literature and is intended for the 
student, the researcher and the bookseller; while die second, 
concerned w'ith rare and antiquarian items, is for the collector 
who wishes to collate his precious acquisitions and establish their 
identity in case of doubt. In the latter case description w ill need 
to be very much more detailed than is required for most con¬ 
temporary work* and esery discoverable variant will be recorded. 
Here Schneider falls short of actuality, as the scholar and the 
librarian may well have recourse to the * blbUophilic ' biblio¬ 
graphy to identify their copy or to determine w^hich is the earliest 
text of several. 

Fredson Bowsers in his book Principle'S of bibiiogruphical de¬ 
scription defines this class of bibliography as "descriptive,' and 
regards it as the only true one. Bibliographies which do not aim to 
give a definitive account of a book and to record every know^n 
variant, he prefers to call " bibliographical catalogues.' ^Ve shall 
probably not be prepared to accept his w^hole contention but 
there Is no reason why we should not prefer ' descriptive biblio¬ 
graphy " to Schneider's * bibliophilic.* The other sort, for want of 
a better name we shall call " enu^icniLive.' There is of course no 
clear tut division between the tw^o types and both require a 
background of scholarship If the work is to be authoritative. 

Mile Mald^s of the Sorbonne* in her book Les sources du 
Iravait bibliographiqut—a work concerned more with the entim^ 
eration of bibliographies than with the techniques employed— 
describes bibliography as being based upon ' researchf identifica- 
tion, description and elsssificalion of documents, with a view to 
organising the scr^'icet or constructing the tools destined to facili¬ 
tate intellectual work The research part is concerned with the 
discovery of the material to be included in the bibliography, after 



which each must be dearly IdcniiQed, then described and 
lin^ly arranged according to some rational principle—le classified. 

In common with many other biblingraphm. Mile Maldis finds 
It hard lo decide whether bibliography of tills nature is an art or 

tentative condnsion that the learned 
variety, which we have decided to call descriptive, approaches a 
sucnce. while the other (enumerative) is purely a technique. The 
uTiict s opinion, as su^ested above, is that we are concerned 

oT-nnn^i* ^ if wchnjquc. buc one which demands a thorough 
pounding m the book sciences plus language and literature. It 

with that of a 
S?in ■ tE. Gaselee. who thirtv years 
Z. iisZ/rw™ of biblm^aphy- (TAe Ubrary fourth series 13 
*933 saj^aS) divided bibhographicaJ work into five stages: i 

dulSn“"‘ ’ 3 description. 4 analysis and 5 con- 

description comprise the pure 
while analysis and condusion arc the scholarly aswcis 

wb^JJhT’’ ■" 

Iaiii*ri!ir^ definition has not been unduly 
^ primarily be concerned with 

t hf. -th its technique. 

cemion^nH ^ «n- 

“ »dl M the meaning 
Of bibliography has naturally transpired, but to remove anv 
further doubt let us formulate it: remove any 

m 
or nth^T A ^ ^ fXtsUnce or deiermining the identity of books 

^r'“T' 
uIlZZ ' "’■ ' "«ds must not 

Ill nf if ^ "" for bibliosraphv’s sake, but 

^irtaTworl'toL*!.”"' ** f-"' 
mh^- « Tl P*=n?ii«>n in an 
oin^isc tttimable address to the Edinbuigh UiblionraDhical 

to “''v«My7w 
g subject For a bibliography to pick on anything that 



came lo hand—a street, an individuaJ qr an arbitrarily chosen 
year—with no suggestion of preliminary aswssiticnt of its uLtirnate 
value. He c%'en advocated as a subject books of a paniciilar size. 
He likewise pays tribute to the scarcely apposite sentinaenE of a 
cynical poet: |a book's a book, although there's nothing in't* 
{B)ton in English bards and Scotch revi^ttrs). 

But for us bibliographies must fulfil a need, the field must be 
chosen with care and the arrangement be that which js most 
likely to he helpful to the user. Even alloufng Mr Ferguson's all- 
embracing approach to be suspect, the field is enormous, though 
much is already under control. 

The field of bibliography may be divided up as follows: 

OF^VERAL 

1 UnivfiTsnt: This is now no longer considered practical as a 
centralised project, though the work begun by Otlct and Lafon- 
taine at the Falais Mondial in Brussels in 1895 still goes on with 
inadequate support and upivards of 1^.000,000 cards^a valuable 
but in no way complete contribution to world bibliography^ The 
nearest convenient approach to the problem of listing all the 
books published in the world must be the published catalogues 
of the great national libraries such as the British ^fusetim. the 
Bibliothfrque Nationale. and the Library of Congress, now super¬ 
seded by the National Union Catalogue of the usa, Dr Louis 
Shor« in a paper on the National Union Catalogue (Library 
association record 5^(6) 1953 178-183) said: * Although this dis¬ 
cussion is concerned largely with the National Union Catalogue 
of printed books, it is necessary to understand that e\^en its ij 
million cards may be eventually the smaller part of a total pro¬ 
ject which now envisages listing and locating virtually all the 
records of civilisation whether in books, serial or audiovisual 
form, ft is therefore desirable at the outset to identify svhat are 
likely to be the three major divisions of the ultimate universal 
catalogue , . . (printed books, serials and special materials)He 
later goes on to say: * Possibility of reproduction of the xuc is 
under consideration, though at high cmh and it may be that here 
we shall have the nearest approach to universal bibliography *. 
This hope came to reality on January^ 1 1956^ when the Library of 
Congress Catalog:ue was incorporated with the National Union 
Catalogue. 

2 Language groups: World bibliographies of hooks in the more 
Important languages are of trade and library value. The Cumula^ 
five book index endeavours to do this In English, while tu French 
counterpart Biblio includes the publications in French of Belgiiim. 
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Switierland and overseas territories as ^ell as France with some 
attempt at tompieteness. 

^ iVaficinah Many cotintries have their current national bib¬ 
liographies produced either commercially or by state institutions. 
Fine examples are British rmhondl bibliography and Dos schuffizer 
Buchj^ the latter recording Swiss books published in French, Ger- 
maot Italian and Romansh. In Denmark, in addition to the 
national bibliography, a bibliography is produced of all books 
locally published in foreign Languages (Darti'a polyglotta). This 
is of some importance in Scandinavian countries where many 
contributions to knowledge appear in English, French or German 
in order to reach a wider public. The roost recent work on 
nadortal bibliographies isi Knud Larsen National hibliographi- 
{:al service^ their creation and operaiion. (umsco, 1953). 

4 There are few quotable examples of general re¬ 
gional bibliography covering a group of independent though 
ne%'erthele5s interdependent countries^ but in those areas where 
common probkins are becoming increasingly appreciated such a 
project may wrell be desirable, A bibliography of this type has 
already been started in the West Indies under the title of Cumen^ 
Caribbean bibiiograpbys and Southeni Africa might well follow 
suit. 

SPECIAl. 

This division comprises bibliographies of: i subject!;: egcheraiS’ 
try. history, geographical areas, famous persons; & forms of litera¬ 
ture: eg poetry, fiction, drama: 3 books published in definite 
periods of time: eg incunabula^ sixteenth century books; 4 special 
categories of literature such as: banned books, best sellers, trans¬ 
lations, forgeries, books by certain classes of people: eg w'omen. 
members of a religious order. 

AH these can be treati?d from the following points of view: 
a) international; b) regional; c) linguistic: d) national: e)of period 
in which published. 

fn addition we have the following special tspes: 5 the works of 
indiriduals, sometimes styled bio-bibliography or author biblio¬ 
graphy: 6 the imprints of smaller than national areas: eg pro¬ 
vinces. counties^ towTis, presses: 7 editions and \^riants of indi- 
vidua! works: eg the Bible, the first folio of Shakespeare. These of 
course may all be treated from the period point of view; and no 7 
from the linguistic in the case of books much translated eg Eng¬ 
lish translations of Don Quijfotr. 

It is naturally possible to find subjects w^bich fail betw^een these 
categories and the tabulation Is not presumed to be exhaustive. 
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A furLher division of the field is possible as regairds the physical 
form of the material to be included. This utay be in any cl the 
Follotving forms but not necessarily all: i printed books and 
pamphlets; a periodicaJs; 3 articles appearing in periodicals and 
other composite publications; 4 iTianti5cripts> and to these may 
nowadays be added 5 films^ filmstrlpSp photographs and even tele¬ 
vision programmes; 6 gramophone records (the listing of these has 
been called ' discography ' but the w'ord has not yet been gener¬ 
ally recognised)^ magnetic tape and wire recordings; 7 posters. 

Tlie listing of these visual and sound records by themselves can 
not be regarded as bihliography. but their inclusion as an appen^ 
dix 10 a true bibliography would be acccpLable. In like manner 
purely pictorial matter is outside our scope, though kitnagraphy 
may likewise form a useful appendix to the bibliography of any 
subject. 

So much for the division of the field. What of the form in which 
the bibliography may iiself appear? According to the subject it 
may be either: 1 current—recording contemporary' literaiuie as 
it appears with no termination in view; or i retrospective or non- 
continuouSp including for example all books published before or 
in print on a certain date or in a certain period. 

TTiesc again may he produced in the following physical forms: 
a) as books—^ above favours this fonn; b) as periodicals^ c) as 
items in periodicals—! above fovours these last tw'o forms; d) as a 
series of lithographed or printed cards for those w'ho want upto- 
the-minute information in an easily supplemcntfsl form: e) micro- 
filrap or any other photographic copy* " electronic' record etc: Q 
rapid selector—at present Iiide used outside Europe and the 
VS A but likely to he of great future importance. 

The following chapters will endeavour to show how the problems 
presented by these many forms and types of bibliography should 
be tackled. Bibliographies may range from the comprehensive 
to the highly selective and in detail from the simple check list 
(not strictly a bibliography at all) to the work with full standard 
bibliographical descripiion and considerable annotation. The 
abstract again is a specialised technique. Except for the introduce 
tory^ chapter, this guide is intended to be eminently practical. The 
theory and history' have been dealt with by such authorities as 
Besterman, Schneider and Mlk Malclfes, while the documentalisis 
and science librarians (notably Dr S C Bradford) have wnitten 
upon the limitation.^ of currenE bibliography in our over docu¬ 
mented w'orld due to the inadequacies of ciassificaiion schemes 
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and thfr absi^nct of clear ctii div'isions between objects of study. 
Sec T Bestcrmati The ftegiTtnmgj of systematic bibliography; 
Schneider Theory and history of bibliography; S C Bradford 
Z>e>rurrren^alron (1955) chapters 9 3nd 10. 

Likewise standard bibliographical descripiioti^—the method of 
describing a copy of a book in such detail that it can. be identified 
in its absence wiihout any doubt—ts to be found most adequately 
covered by Cowley Bibliographical description and cataloguing 
(Grafton, *939) Fredson Bowers PrincipUs of bibliographical 
description (1949). A shorter book is Buhleik Manaway and 

Standards of bibliographical desaiplion (1949}. Examples 
of suitable styles will be all that should be accessary and that 
there can be room for here. 
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2 
The collection of material and 

the mechanics of compilation 
IT IS TO BE presumed that In most cases the choice of a subject 
for a projected bibliography will have been pTcdecermitied by 
demand^ and lo a large degree the form m which it will foe issued 

as well^e current or retrcMpcctive, in book or periodical form 
etc. Frequency of publication, hovvei cr^ in the case of current bib- 

iiographies may only be possible to decide upon when the field 

has been surv^es'ed and the amount of material suitable for in¬ 
clusion discovered. To sEudcnis and others anxious to emfoark 
upon useful bibliographical work but with no special mandate> 

the w^aming is again issued against the danger of purely academic 
bibliography and exhortation made to consult the scholar and 
the scientist, if not the iibrarian> who may be able and glad to 

recommend desirable subjects. 
Whether the bibliography is to be current or rctfospective, the 

fundamental methods of co'nipilation arc the same and most of 
the same decisions have to be made—indeed it is not uncommon 
to have a retrospective hibliography supplemented currently. 
These primary decisions will foe: 

i how the field is to be limUed; 
^ whether the work is to be selective or comprehensive; 
3 what forms of material are to be included (eg books^ period i' 

cal articles etc); 
4 what form of entry is to be used. 
The answers to these questions will depend upon the subject, 

its si^e and the funds at the bibliographer's disposal. In the case 
of !p a final decision may not be possible before one has already 
advanced some way in the compilation and knows what one is 
up against. The project^ for example, may be the bibliography 
of a large city and its environs. It may be provisionally decided to 
include all wwks published up to the year 1950, but should it be 
discovered that these are very much more numerous than at first 
imagined, further limitation will be desirable if completion is to 
be possible wriihin a reasonable time or budget. This can be 
effected either by reducing the period covered, the area, or omit¬ 
ting certain classes of material and no general recommendation 
as to the most desirable is possible. Needless to say the converse—^ 
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loo litdi! Jtiatciial—may aJ&o occur and call for widetiiue of the 
field, “ 

Whatever the subject of a retrospective bibliography, the date 
mtist be dearly laid down after which items published are not 
induded. In the case of current bibliographica, published weekly, 
monthly or whatever it may be. it stands to reason that this dosing 
date will be strictly periodical and predeiermined for each issue. 
The terminui a quo is of equal importance. 

Decision e^sdcciion versus comprehensiveness—will largely 
rest on the size or extensity of the subject. In a small field (soo-goo 
Items) wieciion need hardly be considered unless a reading list 
only IS demanded, but it may safely be said that the larger the field 
the greater the ti«d for selection though it may not always be 
[^ctical. If selection is to be made with safety, w'c must pass front 
the sphere of tlie bibliographer to that of the subject specialist. In 
the redm of science, opinions differ markedly on the question of 
wlttt bibliography, even though it may be adtnitted tliat todav it 
IS often impossible to peruse everything written about any subj^t. 
bo do not be selective unless you are confident you know just what 
you are about or have the advice of an expert. Purely physical 
charactensbes, such as number of pages are a dangerous criterion. 
It nmy well happen that an article of less than one page contains 
the first intimation of a discovery of the greatest importance, or 
the only notice of an historical event. The biblit^pher has like- 
wise nonght to be biased. Exclusion based on personal prejudice 
IS unpardonable. r j 

There are many bibliographies, needless to say, of which the 
iis oe raison -^tre is completeness, and these include: national, 

^ printed book bibliographies. In such cases every' 
effort should be made to include every thing falling under their 
respective headrngs. 

Decision 3 is on the fonnj of material to be included, Vi^e have 
already dialled those possible in chapter j, namely: a) printed 
bot^ and pamphlets; b) periodicals; c) articles appraring in 
^nodicals and other publications; d) manuscripts; and possibly 
tiJms and gramophont records. 

QuHiions of arrangement apart, one would ideally indude 

Gm!>S hihf f practice this is not always done. 
Gmeral bibh^aphies wiH almost certainly be confined to one 

periodical articles will be too 

^en find boot, only m national bibliographies, with perhaps the 

“'"'I 
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With special bibliographies it will depend upon the amount of 
material presenting itself and the demand for up-ti>date se^’ice* 
U is now generally appreciated that the rapid advance of science 
and technology renders publication of current research in periodic 
cals essential as the dine lag inevitable with books is too great. No 
bibliography of an advanced field such as atomic physics or elec^ 
tronics, or even in the biological sciences, can therefore be other 
than largely composed of periodical references with the addition 
<if the ftw considered monographs that appear in book form. 

On the other hand, in the humanitio, though periodical litera- 
ture has its important place, a geographical area or a period of 
history may very well be covered by books alone. From its nature, 
research into topics In these fields is more likely to be published 
in book form and the scholarly public is prepared to wait—albeit 
impatiently!—-for the appearance of a new theory or piece of 
criticism in print. If any proof of this is needed, it will be found 
in the diiffering character of the ^ references * or ' literatiiTe cited * 
at the ends of scien dfic an d of non-scientific works respec lively. 

One must not, however, generalise too much; bibliographies will 
be found in the humanities containing periodical articles as well 
as hooks, but more often than not the retrospective bibliography 
will be confined to books and the periodical contributions will 
appear in current bibliography. In author bibliography, as 
already stated, it is the compiler's business to assemble everything 
that has issued from the pen of the subject in order to produce as 
true a picture as possible ^ his life's work. 

The inclusion of manuscripts is only likely to be an occasional 
problem. When the location of valuable historical source material 
in the form of unpublished documents or private papers, is known 
it should certainly he recorded in the bibliogmphy of the person 
age, place, period or movement in history with which it is con¬ 
nected- The form of such material being so different from that of 
the printed word, however, it will almost certainly demand a 
separate index or calendar and receive only brief description in 
the bibliography. Similarly in an author bibHography, or that of 
the editions of a celebrated work, the location of manuscripts 
should be recorded if known. Since tn the former case they are 
presumabiy uniciue—though not invariably {for example,^ Robert 
Bums was in the habit of sending ms copies of his poems to his 
friends)—there is little point in giving many bibliographical de¬ 
tails about them, the principal aim of descriptive bibliography 
being to assist collation and establish identity of different printed 
copies. The scholarly work of comparison and description of 
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ancient and mcdie'val oi^niiscnptj is outside the scope of this 
book. 

The fourth and last prelim inar)- decision is the form pf entry 
to be adopted, ie the manner in which the author* title and other 
details of each ilerfi arc to be preseni;ed. Dealing firstly with full- 
length bex^ks we have at least four possibilities t 

1 ShoTl title (as in Pollard and Redgrave“s SAori tilk catahgue 
of English books to For example: 

j .1766 jossoK, BENJAMIN. Every man in his humor. 
4" F. W^Burrej 1601. 

t Stajidard catalogue entry according to Anglo-American code 
rules (as in the British national bibliography). For example: 

CIL4HA M F, KENKETH^ 1859-193 
The wind in the willows; by Kenneth Grahame. 

Ill uscrat ions by Arthur Rackham- in trod net ion by 
A. A, Milne. London, ^feLhuc^ {1950). 

xi i, [i J, 178p. fmn c., ill ns,, 11 plates 23 Jem. 
U-hen there U more than one volume the pagination of each 
should be given in a note follow'ing the entry: " v.i: xi, 234p.; 
v.f: vii, 35®P'^ This is not librar>^ catalogue custom. Another de¬ 
parture in current bibliographies is the noting of the price of the 
book which should form an integral part of the enirs', though all 
authorities will not agree with the practice in placing it 
between publisher and date (compare plate 11). Yei another 
V ana lion, favour^ particularly by scientists, is the insertion of 
the year of publication afti^r the author's name (compare plate 
iS)- This is an advantage in bibliographies of research papers 
where the date of publication is all-important. 

3 Standard bibtiographieal description (as used for antiquarian 
and rare books and first editions; compare Wade's Bibliography 
of the iifritings of B Yeats in the Soho bibliographies serieSp and 
Gallup s T -S Eliot: a bibliography^ sec plates i Sc 2)^ 

ORAIC4MF, Kenneth. THE WqND iJJ THE wti^tows 

The W^ind in the Willows/Bv kenseth grahame/[Vignette]/ 
rnLUSTRATlCIN'S BV ARTTtUn flACRHAM/INTRODUCTION^ &V A. A. 

MJI-Ne/MCTIIUEN S: CO, ltd. LON'nON/36 E3$£X STREET^ STRAKD* 

W\C. 2. 

13J X 15 cm. xii. 178P- 11 coloured plates including front.p 
headpiece to each other, p. [i] Half title, verso blank; p. 
[iii]. titl^p on verso: This book was issued on October Sth, 

since when it has been reprinted tn a variety off 
edifjoKJ* illustTated and umllustrated, §6 timesfNinety- 



seventh edition; 1950/Cataiogue No. ^^iB/U/print-ed in 
Great Britainr p. v-viii^ Introducdon]; p. ix. Contents, verso 
blank; p^ xi^xii. Plates; p. xiii, fly-title^ identical with balf- 
titJCp verso bLankt p. 3-1^$, text; i blank leaf at end, 
issued in dark green doth kitcred in gold on spine; tke 

WIND IS THE WILLOWS/Kenneth Grabamc/ Cream 
end-papers; top-edge green to match boards. 
This is the first cdiLion to be illustrated by Arthur Rack ham 
although it was always the atiLhor's wish that he should do so. 

In this example it should be dear that the first paragraph gives 
a Fairly exact transcripiion oF the title-page while the second 
supplies die collation in sufficient detail to make confusion of 
editions next to impossible. The third paragraph describes the 
format and would also indude a note on the sire of the edition 
Lf this w'ere known, while the last gives other information of in¬ 
terest about the edition. If the work w^ere a collectionp a full list 
of the contents would follow, though if it consisted of merely a 
small number of partSp these could be detailed in the collation. In 
an author bibliography, the short title heading, which is included 
purely for easy identificaiiotip may be omitted if desired. 

4 Full $iand^rd bibliographttiil descripfion (as for early printed 
books in the British Museum of books pri?itcd in the 
KVih For examplep 

a) RosiA. His tor ia et descript 10 urhis Romae. 
6 November, 1497. 

b) ^a. IN Isio opusculo dicit quomode Ro//mulEis Remus 
nati sunt cduca/ /ti , *. 56a COLOPHON; Iniprcssum Rome 
permagistru Stephanu3/ / Planck Patauieh. Anno.M.cccc.xcvij. 
die ve//ro .vj. mensis Novebris. Sedete Akxadro *vj.// 
ponLifice maximo Anno eius Sexto. 
c) Octavo. A B-G8. 56 leaves, the first blank. 4*: 23 lines, 101 
X §6mm. Type: 80G^ Capitals 3'*) and Lombards. With 
wroodcuis. Haiti *11199. 

1^ blank; summary of contents; a**, cut; 3*-ib*p de 
imperatoribus; jfi^cut; 17*-18*, oratiode s, Veronica, colketa; 
id^504p indulgentiae vii ecclesiarum pritidpaliump wdtb cuts 
on 11**. 23\ s6\ 3^^^'53^p indulgiences of other 
churches; 54^56^j staiones in quadrigesima^ Soc.; 56^^ colo¬ 
phon; 56^* blanks 

The woodcut head-piece on 3* contains the arms of 
Alexander VL 
d) 136 X 100mm. Bound after Flannck^s undated Mirabilia 
Romac (lA. 1878*, paoi), 
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Ill this frDin tht Musctim Catnlogufj of 
entry for an incunabulum printed In Rome by Stephan 

Plannckp a) gives the short tide for easy reference and h) gives a 
transcription of the opening words or Incipit of the book (it 
would give the dde if one appeared), and the colophon or con¬ 
cluding paragraph in which the printer's name and date often 
appear, c) gives ver>' detailed collation^ including in this case the 
contents^ and d) refers to the particular copy that the Mviscmn 
happens to have. In a bibliography this last paragraph might have 
to refer to known variants o£ the book and of course to any other 
pertinent information about it. 

It haSi already been pointed out that within the compass of this 
guide it is impossible to do more than give examples of these 
dilferent forms of entry as they require books themselves to be 
treated adequately, and if the would-be bibliographer is not 
already famUiar with them he must by all means make himself so 
before he can begin work. Recommended tei^tbooks will be listed 
at the end of this book, though cataloguing is an important sub¬ 
ject of study in librarianship courses, and demands much practice. 

Of the above, forms i and 2 arenaturaily best suited to ordinary 
exiumerative bibliography, while 3 and 4 will only be required 
for descriptive bibliography. There are many varieties of entry 
in use beyond the above (see Esdalle's Slud^nr^ manu^^i of 
bibliography; third revised editioUp page 362, for an estample of a 
adapted to descriptive bibliography) and latitude is permissible 
in the actual style. The amount of detail and annotation desir¬ 
able will de|^nd upon the character of the materia! and the degree 
of scholarship demanded by the subject. In chapter 4 the presen* 
iation of several different styles will be illustrated and compared^ 
they id I, howeiw, contain the same essential informatiDn ^vhich 
experience has shown to be most useful. 

Example 1 {short tiite) is to be used rarelyp a$ it gives very little 
information and is suited to a check list rather than a biblio¬ 
graphy. One cannot go far wrong with standard library cata¬ 
loguing (example a) for all general enumerative purposes, as It 
includes aU the essential details for the iderttification of a con¬ 
temporary volume for everyday purposes, vie author's full names, 
full title save in ^eeptional circumstanceSp ilhistratorSp editors^ 
translators^ etc, edition^ imprint and brief collation. 

Bibliographical description is required {examples 3 and 4) 
when the aim of the bibliography is not simply to give information 
on what has been written, but to describe Wks in considerable 
deiail for purpows of comparison and idemufication by scholars, 
librarians and collectors. Sometimes the copy to be compared may 



be imperfect, and without recourse to another, it is necessar)- to 
discover how much is missing. More rarely the title-page itself may 
be wanting and require reconstruction. The categories most likely 
to receive this attention are those o£ andqiiariaii interest such as 
cLassks, travel books, early printed books^ the products of private 
or particularly celebrated presses, and also the literary works of 
individual authors who have achieved an important place in the 
eyes of scholars and collectors. 

The best form of analytiatl ^ntiy used for recording periodical 
articles and those taken from other composite virorkSp such as 
yearbooks, symposia and Feslschriflen^ is that recommended by 
the Anglo-American code, for example, 

McDougall, William 
The riddle of heredity. (In The foruirip New York, 

ic}a8> vvyg.^ p.xti-xvi.) 
This reference is capable of some abbreviation as long as there 

is an adequate explanatory key provided. The place of publica¬ 
tion may be omitted when it is certain there can be no confusion 
of two periodicals of the same name, and volumes and pages may 
be reduced to such expressions as; 

.34(1) ’ D1936. 

Which equals: 
Vol J4, pc 1, p 57^3p Dix 193b, 

Finally^ while It need not actually concern us at this stage of 
compilation, cognisance should be taken of the international 
Standards for the abbreviation of periodical Litlcs> (See Tf^odd list 
of S£ientifk piriodkals^ puhhshcd in the years igoo-ig50> London, 
Butterworth, third edition ig^s). for example: 

J. Amer. Soc. Agron.^Journal of the American society oi. 
agronomy. 
The use of these standards is essential for scientific bibliographies 
today and their users will understand them. In other subjects 
howeii'er they wiU be less popular* 

In reference to composite works other than periodicals, little 
abbreviation of the title is permissible and the publisher should 
be given. For example: 

P5>chical research a$ a university study. (In The case for and 
against psychical research; ed. by Carl Murchison* Worcester, 
Mass., Clark University Press* 1927, p. 149-162.) 

The form of cncr>' for periodicals as such will depend upon 
w heiher they appear incidentally in the bibliography or comprise 
one by themselves. If the formerp they will naturally follow^ the 
style prescribed for book entries as much as their format permits. 
Practice varies much in library catalogues—particularly regarding 
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change of dtle—and all styles are not suited to bibliographitaL 

use. In enulucrative bibliography the form below is the siiuplest 
to adoptp it being appreciated that added entries under changes 

of title are not necessarvp references being adequate- Entry under 
the latest title is now most favoured. For example: 

The London quarterly of W'orld affairs, v+ i-Apr./June 1935 
--[Londonjp Stevens [etcj.p 1935— 
—v> f5cin. 

Title varies; ig^^-Apr, 1943, the Neiv Commonwealth 

quarterly; July 1943-The London quarterly of v^'orld affairs. 
Bibliographies of periodicals are not so common as other forms 

of Literature due to the comparatively small number of tidesp hut 
when they are compiled their intent is usually to show what 

periodicals are in progress in given fields, or to indicate where 

they are to be found—the latter being really union catalogues. 

Examples of these are Ulrich's F^ritidicals dirictory and Gregor)''s 
£/nfOn list of smals^ or Periodic^h in South African libraries. 
Comparison of their forms of entry w ill illustrate their differences. 

a) Ulrich 

CEiiLO Study; a quarterly journal of parent education, igsj, 
q. 51.4“ Child Study Association, W syih Sl New York 19. 
bibl., bk Te^\ radio progr. index. 

Indexed: Educ.Abstr. Educ lnd. Psycho. Abstr, 

b) Gregory 

London quarterly of world affairs, London. 
L Ap/Je 1935 + 
1-8. Ap/Je i935“Ap 1943 as New Commonwealth quarterly- 

[Names of holding libraries.] 

^ Ulrich is concerned only with current periodicals while Gregory 

aims to include everything that has survived in United States lib- 
ranes, as far m can be ascertained. Consequently, though it h not 
necessary to give collation in the former, but only date of estab- 

lishmentj. the compiler must supply details of frequency^ price^ 
publisher and address. Additional notes hdp the prospective pur- 
chas<^ assess the value of the publication. Gregory on the other 

and must ^ve details of volume numbering with daces and 
changes of iitlc+ as the list will not only be used to locate hack 

num^s but also by librarians and collectors to determine 
whether their own files are complete. 

The dcttripiive bibliography of periodicals ii rarely met with, 
as cadi volume—in fact each issue-^if a journal is a bibliographi- 
cal unit deserving of individual treatment. Few examples of this 
form of literature are bibliographicaily interesting for the reason 
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that diffcrmt editiom oE a particular issue a^re only very occaston- 

aliy found and variants other than those rwuUmg from purely 
fortuitous binding are rare indeed. (These remarks do not apply 
to newspapers which frequenUy have several editions per diem^ 
but it is not suggested that they would form a profitable subject 
for bibliographical research.) Now and then we come across, issuer 

of interest because of suppression in whole or in part, or with 
supplements that have been lost from most copies. In most ca^ 

however* detailed description will be needed largely for the pur¬ 
pose of enumerating the contents, the subject matter being of 

more interest than physical peculiarities. Only periodicals of 
considerable rarity will w^airant this, such as the " incunabula" of 
this form of literature in any part of the world, and others that 

have become collector's pieces such as those made popular by the 
researches into Victorian popular fiction of the late Mr Michael 

Sadleir* Mr Sadleir has presented us with the best example of a 
form for dealing with rare periodicals In volume ^ of his biblio¬ 
graphy of XIX antury fittion. An example will be found on 

plate 5p 

A^^OTAT^ON 

Much more than In a library catalogue, from which it is presumed 

the books are not far distant, annoution of some sort is necessary^ 

In any conipUation with pretensions to the bibliographicaU 
though it may not be needed for e\^ery item. As in cataloguing it 

should be concise, with the omission of all unnecessary verbiage. 
Notes may be of several kinds and the following are the most 
common i 

1 In elaboration of the title when the subject is Insufiiciently 
dearly expressed. For example: 

[Title] Was Darwin wrong? 

[Note] Outlines die great schools of evolutionary theory: 

Lamarckian, Darwinian and NechDarwlnian. 
« Contents note; for example : 

Anderson, J. N. D. ed. 

The wwld's religions. 

Contents: Animism, by A. T. Houghton—^Judaism, by H. 

D. Leuncr—Islam, by J. N. D. Anderson—Hinduism, by G* 
T. Manley and A. 5. Ncech .., 

In enumerative bibliography this will be confined to books con- 

taining the wwk of several authors as above, or several distinct 
works by the same audior—collections of poetry and essays 
excepted. 
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3 On editions and chiinges of tltJq*—of especial importance in 
t-rade biblii^raphics^ for example: 

a) [of a and cdluionj Contains new prefacej otherwise nn* 
changed, 

b) Evening industrial schools... Rc^ ised cd. 
Originally published as Adult education: f/ie Gening 
indmirial school^ 1930, 

4 On relati onship to other works; for ex a mple j 
The group mind' by William McDougall. 
A sequel io An introduction to social psychology by the same 
author. 

5 Regarding circiumtances of wriiitig (panicularly in biblio- 
graphics of indMduds): for example: 

The nature of functional disease; by William McDougall. 
Annual address before the American mcdico-psychological 

association, Boston^ May Sc June 192^1- 

6 Oil the qualihcatioi) of the author—only necessary when this 
has especial bearing on the subject and its addition considerably 
enhances the c n try's value; for exam pie: 

Spamnan, And^ans* 

A s'oyage to the Cape of Good Hopc^ towards the Antarctic 
Polar Circle and round the world.,. 17S5. 

The author, a naturatistp accompanied Capt. James Cook 
on his second voyage. 

Such notes may vary from a single line to as much as a doxeu in 
rare cas« in enumcrative bibliography. When for reasons of space, 
annotation must be cut to a minimum, i, 2 and 3 are the most 
important. ^ 

In the caw of d^escripuve bibliography very considerable anno¬ 
tation IS only to be cxpecicd, and here again the reader raust be 
referred to Ojwley and The above examples will always 
” ampliScation, since it is ibe business of liter¬ 
ary bibliographies to give as complete a history as possible of each 
Item therein, ^ough not an appraisal. That work of this nature 
js a specialist s and may demand years of research should be 
dearly understo^. Th^e excellent bibliography of W B Yeats, 
by AMm Wade {Hart-Davis. 1951). for example, is claimed to be 
tnc product of fifty years' acquaintance with the subject, and the 
author even so admits that it may not be exhaustive (see plate i). 

Abstracting, te the summarising of books and periodical articles 
so as to give the rcs^cher or specialist a clear idea of thdr pos¬ 
sible value to him, JS an extension of annotation but not really 

within the field of bibliography. The handling and arrangement 
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of the finished abstract, however, is. The pdntiples of abstracting 
will be found dearly explained in such books as the Bureau of 
Abstracting's Phndplss of abilTocting (Brochure no 4. 1948). An 
example of a bibliograpby with annotation approaching Lhe 
abstract form will be found on plate ib» 

As many of the above questions as possible should be settled 
by the compiler before starting the collection of material* as it 
will save much time and labour if entries do not have to be radi¬ 
cally altered when work is well under way. The arrangement of 
tht bibliography can and may often be planned in advance, but 
in no event should one feel bound to adhere to any preconceived 
scheme if the material when collected suggests mo^hcation of it. 

COLLKCXIOS OF MArERIAL 

The mechanics of collection and preliminary recording of material 
demand media that can be easily handled and arranged. For 
enumerative bibliography most workers will find standard 5 in x 
3 in catalogue cards most suitable, though slips arc undoubtedly 
cheaper and may be an economic necessity for current biblio¬ 
graphies using hundreds a month. The nomiai procedure is for 
each master " entry for inclusion to be entered on a separate card 
or slip* the latter to be arranged in the way that will be most 
beneficial to the user and necessary^ guide cards added for section 
headings etc. If the bibliography is to appear in ty^ writ ten or 
luimcographed form the master slips may be fn manuscript and 
typing done only once. If however it is to be printed, the cards 
sliould be typewritten and t>pe set up from tbem or photolitho¬ 
graphic plates made from them as is now' frequendy done. Except 
in die rarer cases where a bibiiography is preserved in card form, 
it is obvious that the necessary^ life of the master card or slip Is 
very short compared with that of the library catalogue card, but 
the handling of a stiff card is in many ways more satisfactory than 
thin paper and leads to less chance of entries being overlooked or 
misfiled. 

National bibHographies often adopt the practice of recording 
each item first on a slip suitably laid out according to the form 
agreed upout with all the invariable parts of the entry' printed. 
These " invariables" include all the possible features of the cob 
btion* eg- " p., illus., plale{s). ub(s).^ diagt(s).,... cm." etc. Much 
time is saved by simply ticking or adding numbers to these items 
and the entry' is exceedingly clear for the typist to copy on to 
cards. This is only W'orth while for current bibliographies making 
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hundreds of entries a rtionthp or for ceittLr^s producing a succession, 
of rcirospecLive bibliographicSj as does the Swiss National Lib- 
tzry. It is naturally useless for descriptive bibliography where the 
length of each entry is Likely to vary greatly. 

The actual search for material should be pursued in as method- 
ical a manner as possible. It has long been the dictum of authori¬ 
ties id this field that ' the honour of the bibliographer * obliges 
hint to glean from first hand sources and not to depend on secon- 
^ry ones, fn other words he must personally examine every' item 
included in his bibliography and not depend upon the work of 
others, publishers' and trade lists* printed library' catalogues 
and other biblio^aphies. There is always the chance that these 
may have errors^ in which case he will be merely repeating them. 
If this ideal seems sometimes impossible of attainment* as it m^tyv 
the bibliographer must clearly admit his fall from grace by dis¬ 
tinguishing the unseen items by an asterisk or some such sign, and 
stating his authority for the details supplied. 

There are numerous possibilities open w'hen collcclitig titles 
for most^ bibliograpbieSp setting aside national and other general 
ones which must be dependent on the accessions of legal deposit 
libraries or on special arrangement with publishers, 

a matter of interest the following are the methods for col¬ 
lecting material adopted by some national bibHographies: a) 
^iiish national bibli^aphy—British Mu^um legal deposit; b) 
Belgium—legal deposit; c) Canada—formerly arTangement with 
publishers, now legal deposit; d) Denmark—arrangement with 
publishers, tbougii tliere is legal deposit; e) Holland —commer¬ 
cial venture: f) South Africa—legal deposit; g) Switswrland— 
arra ngemen t with pu blishers.) 

Taking retrospective bibliographies first, the following are the 
most likely sources for titlcs^-a preliminary to the search for the 

1. They are given in the probable order in 
which they will receis'eattention t 

1 Tkecataiogueofa largegeiteraf library, or 
, * catalogue of a special library of the subject under con- 

stderatiori. ■* 
These can be combed to form a nudeus for the work in hand, 

whether siibject or author and in the case of really laree projects 
r^r^uction is to be recommended. Punched card 

methods for selection may become more common at the prelin]< 
inary stage m the case of very large bibliographies. 

In most cases such dialogues will be a guide to books only, 
^ugh wrae sjMial libraries maintain an exhaustive index to 
pertinent periodicals. When ihis is lacking^r indeed to supple- 
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ment it—assuming that periodical artides arc to be included, 
resort mujt be made to: 

5 Periodk^ls covering the field~\l such exist. The labour of 
search will generally be lightened by consultarion of the published 
indexes to periodicaU, such as the Readers' guide to periodical 
literature^ Social sciences and humanilies index^ the British 
humanities indexj and Intemalionate Mibliographie der Zeit- 
schriftenliteratuT^ More specialised indexes iudiide the Applied 
science and technology indeXj^ the Art index and the 
and agricuituTal index, while in the more highly sdentihe and 
technical sphere, abstracts form the cquivaJent of pt^iodical 
indexes, eg Chemical abstracts and .BrjttjA biological abstracts, 
and in the social sciences and the humanities wc have Current 
sociology^ African abstracts. Education abstracts and the like. All 
these vrill yield a fresh crop of items for indusion, w hich must be 
traced and examined. 

The location of periodical holdings in many countries may 
now^adays be determined with the help of union catalogues^ such 
as the World list o/jcrVfifi/if/^criodicfiifj (Great Britain), the Union 
list of serials (usa), the London Union list of periodicals (libraries 
in London), or Feriodicals Jfi South African libraTies, All tliese 
indicate in which libraries the peTiodicals listed in them may be 
found. 

Continuing with the sources of possible titles, w'e next have: 
4 National bibliographies and other general lists, such as 

the Cumutaliue book index^ Biblio^ Brinkmann and Deutsche 
Biblhgraphiej if arranged by subject, or even if not for author 
bibliographies. 

5 Eibliographies of bibliographies which will direct one to: 
6 Other special bibliographies in the same or related fields. The 

bibliographer need not think that the existence of a bibliography 
of a subject already nece^rily renders further work in that 
direction valueless. Augmentation and improvement is often pos¬ 
sible either with respect to currency or method of arrangement, 
ft may well be that bibliographies in related Helds may give one 
considerable help. If, for example, the subject were ruBUc 
FIN ANCLE it might be that a bibliography of bankin'c; ivould contain 
useful items. Ii is impossible to eiiminate alt overlap between 
bibliographies just as it is impossible to draw a strict line between 
subjects of study. 

7 Published Ubraty and union catalogues both general and 
special. The vtilue of the British Museum, and us National union 
catalogues as the nearest approach today to universal biblio^ 
graphy has already been stressed. Unfortunately the subject 
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indexes of tlie first (preceded by Peddie’s Subject hidex to book-i 
lo /SSo) appesT only ev'cry five years while the second only started 
issuing a subject catalogue in 1950. Many other Libraries such as 
the London Library', the Royal Commonwealth Society Library 
and the Royal Institute of British Architects' Library have pub- 
lished printed catalogues of great value. These will be found 
recorded by Besterman in tVortd bibliogrophy of bibliogrsphifs 

(Geneva, third edition i955-t956“iicvr edition in course of pub¬ 
lication). 

a Bibliographies in books. Most treatises on a subject, if of a high 
standard, include bibliagmphies or lisu of references, either at 
the end of each chapter or at the end of the book. Sometimes, as in 
the case of the Cambridge histOTy of the British Empire^ these are 
considerable and specially compiled apart from the text. Even if 
they are a mere afterthought, or a brief record of the works con¬ 
sulted by the author while writing the book and of doubtful 
accuracy, they may be useful. 

9 Reviews etc. Many specialist periodJcals publish a book 
r^iew section regularly. Routine examination should be made of 
. case of author bibliographies when it is desired m 
mdude res'iws of the author’s works, search may be made in the 
issues of periodicals most likely to give authoritative criticism for 
^ew months following date of publication of the original work, 
rhe best sources of course faciliute mattera with indexes listing 
reviews under a separate heading. For others the periodical indexes 
men tioned under 3 will help, 

- other than the general ones mentioned 
in 4. hese include publishers' and booksellers’ catalogues, often 
issue in^a broadly classed form or covering special fields only, 
eg J rancis Awards’ AfricoTja catalogues and Sotheran’s Biblio- 
tneca Chtmico^fnaih^maiica. 

11 The calatogues of any library one may chance to visit. 
Genera ly one will be visiting libraries with the bibliography 
p icu ar j m mind, but it should become second nature to take 
every opportunity. 

It is a good plan to keep a record of all sources consulted for 

wh^h particularly 50 in the case of periodicals 
ined '' proved fruitful, so that they may be regularly exani' 

result of searching the foregoing 
other 1**^ ^‘Wit^pher will be seeking the books and 
been tubk,' as Union catalogues have already 
ift >11* ij'**** addition, inter-library loan services will have 
to be used to the utmost. Even taking full advantage of these. 



howe\er, txavd js almost inevitable, unless one intends to confine 
oneself to a bibliography declared to be limited to material in the 
librari« of a parUcular centre, which is hardly a bibliography in 
the strict sense of the w'ord. Even working in London, it mav be 
found that a visit to Oxford or Edinburgh is necessary to fenret 
out a work not available elsewhere, and with descriptive biblio¬ 
graphy this is likely to be even more essential tlian with enutnera- 
tJVC. 

The assistance of workers in other centres is the next best thine 
to going oneself, and the development of photographic reirrodac¬ 
tion has been a great bewn to bibliographers as well as other 
researchers. The acquisition of photocopies of essential paFes, 
such as if des, colophons and variants, will do much to uphold" the 
honour of the hibliogfapher ^ at little co&il The wriLer, in Cape 
Toun, has had to supply such facsimiles to bibliographers of law 
at the Hague and of AusiraUana in Melbourne, 

Where rate books are concerned, it is most desirable to record 
in the bibliography itself a selection of the libraries or private 
coUecbons in which copies have been located. This gready in 
(Teases the value of the work for die student, but renders it 
desirable for the compiler to track down copies of each book in 
different parts of the country so that a gcographicaUy spread selec¬ 
tion may be ollered. In the case of Pollard and Redgrave's 5hort 
fide ffl(a/ogue and its supplement by Wing, this constitutes one 
of Its major functions since the bibliographical inforraadon «vcr 
IS of the V(?ry briefest. The locadons are usually recorded in ab¬ 
breviated fom, with the city or town indicated first, eg lm = 
London. British Museum; on = Oxford. Bodleian Library; wr 
= Washington (nc), Folger Library. ^ 

Assistance from other centres may of course be planned as 
^operative effort and many admirable compilations have resulted 
from such work. This will be further discussed below. 

, name implies, and by definition in chapter i, current 
bibliography aims at recording periodically the eurrent output 
of the printing press, as soon as possible, it may be assumed, after 
pubhcaiion. While in some restricted fields this can be achieved 
by a single individual (compare/udex medieiw danicus. compiled 
for^ycars m Co^nhageu by one member of the University library 
staff, but even he has his work carefully checked by others), it is 
more likely to r^uire the co-operative effort of several persons 
under an editor iii<hief. each covering a portion of the ^Id or 
the analysing of a certain set of periodicals. Obviously such activity 
must be very carefully planned at the outset and will continue as 
strict routine, the same fruitful sources of material being regu- 



tirly examined, while a rovliig eye is ever on the lookout For 
untried sources. These soiinces wiJ) differ from tho$c hdpful to 
retrospective bibliography in obvious ways, though much of what 
has b^n recommended above will SLiU hold It is now the 
accessions lists rathar than the basic catalogues of libraries which 
must be consulted, the current issues only of the national biblio¬ 
graphies, the indexes to ptxiodicals and the periodicals ihein selves. 

In current work, though there must inevitably be some delay 
between the publication of a book or periodical article and its 
appearance in a bibliography, to reduce this delay to a minimum 
the compilers must chiefly be dependent on what is currently 
received at the centre in w^hich they work. Obviously no such 
project sliould be contemplated divorced from an adequate docu- 
mentation centre maintained either by legal deposit, purchase or 
arrangement with publishers for ^review ^ purposes. 

Any officially recognised ciirrcnt bibliography wull probably 
come to some agreement with the publishers who stand to benefit 
by the inclusion of their titles. There is no time for the compilers 
to indulge in lengthy correspondence regarding the accuracy of 
entries or to travel ateut seeking material. If all the material in a 
field cannot be received at one centre then a degree of punctuality 
must inevitably be sacrificed. There is no reason how ever Vifhy the 
co-opention of several centres should not produce a satisfactory 
result if a dear standard form of entr>' is adopted and the various 
contribuiions give evidence that they are well capable of applying 
it correctly so that the editor is not obliged to re-do most of the 
work. The more contributors there are^ the greater chance of 
error and delay there will be. Excerpia medka, international 
specialist abstractSp with headquarters in Anutcrdami have erditors 
and abstractors in the principal countries of the wwld, A strict 
control is kept on these but the average time lag per article 
abstracted h six months. Straightforward bibiJography will not 
experience such a delay but the human element must be taken 
into account. It will do no harm to re-emphasise here that <iccur- 
flcy IS one of the most important attributes of the bibliog^apheT. 

Bibliographical work is frequently associated with the cata¬ 
loguing depanments of large libraries. When thh is it will 
usually be found that labour-saving devices have been evolved 
whereby the work of the one assists the other. A most striking 
example of this may be seen in the Swis« National Library^ in 
Bern, where accessions are first catalogued on a master slip as 

which there is a column 
of abbreviations representing the various bibliographies currently 
matntained, A tick against one of these indicates chat the entry 



» to be considered for that biHLography and a card wiJl be made 
for it and sent to the UMpecti^e editor, whose initial work is thus 
much reduced, Siinilar economies can be effected in bibliograph¬ 
ical centres unattached to a Ubtars', as for example the Biblioteks- 
cencralen in Copenhagen. This office produces a national biblio¬ 
graphy. two book selection guides and three bibliographies of 
children's books, as well as running a card service for public 
libraries—all with the minimum duplication of effort. It may also 
be remarked here that the bnb while not produced in the British 
Museum makes much use of its cataloguing resources. 

Before leaving this subject, what may he described as the ' scis¬ 
sors and paste method should be noticed. This is the cutting 
up of printed catalt^ues, accessions lists etc from different sources 
and mounting the slips on cards. Many scientists and other 
specialists keep their own card bibliographies for private use in 
tlus manner, and a number of learnt societies issue an index 
slip with each number of their journals Intended for the purpose 
just described. For a personal file It is highly satisfactory, but the 
lack of uniformity among entries added to the dependence on 
sreondary sources renders the method unwise for the accumula¬ 
tion of en tries for a published bibliography. 

Where the scissors and paste method will be found inv'aluable 
is in the preparation of revisions of retrospective bibliographies. 
Obviously it will be desirable to revise most bibliographies after 
a period of years to incorporate new material, but it is naturatly 
not to be expected that the revision will be based on standing 
type after that time. In any case changed Outlook may have made 
it advisable to alter the whole system of arrangement, eg £ro.m 
subject-classed to classified (see chapter 3). 

Whether the original bibliography has been supplemented 
periodically, occasionally, or not at all, the same principles svill 
be involved in preparing the revision, and the original will be the 
basis on which we must build. To make this practical the entries 
must be transferred to cards, a comparatively simple process if 
two disposable copies of tbe original are available. After a pre* 
timinary check for any items to be excluded, these copies may be 
cut up and the entries mounted on 5 in x 3 in cards (used ones if 
ne^ be)—the scissors and paste method. This work can be done 
quickly and easily by means of photographic dry mounting tissue 
which lies between the copy and the card and is fixed by means 
of a hot iron—an operation not requiring the supervision of a 
tmined hibliogTapher. Supplements can of course be treated in 
like manner and cards can be rearranged, corrected and added to 
as required. If the basic work and supplements have been printed 
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or t)ped uniformly and noi coo mudi manuscript correction has 
been nocessary^j. it is feasible that the rearranged cards might be 
reproduced by Ehe photo-offset process at a very much lower cost 
than printing (compare Library of Congress eatalogue). Usually 
hoH^ever for clarity retyping will be desirable. 

In the event of two copies not being available for cutting up, 
as may well be, a photographic copy should be obtained for 
mounting In a similar way, as the catpense and time in%olved will 
still be less than that of typing out the original. 

CUMULATIOMS 

Cuniulatious are the result of the merging or intercalation of the 
entries of two or more issues of a current bibliography so as to 
form one. The intent is to save time spent in consulting several 
issues. This re-arrangement will not of course upset the original 
plan of the bibliography. How often it may be done depends on the 
size and frequency of appearance of the work and varies greatly. 
Some few cLtmulatiorLs are^ like the w^eekfy anb, progressive, ie the 
first three months of the year are cumulated^ then the first six, 
then ninet and finally an annual volume appears with a rtve-yearly 
cumulated index. The H Wilson Co's Cui7iufi3tii>e book index 
w^orks on a dillerent plan which may be $tjmmarised thus: Jan, 
Feb^ Jan-Mar^ April, May* June^ Jan-July, Aug-Sepl:^ Oci^ Nov. 
Dec^ a-yffar/y^ y-yearly^ It will be noticed ibat in the month that 
a cumulation appears, an issue for that month only does not. 

Small lists may only require cumulation half-yearly or annually. 
^ The work of intercalation w^ill for the most part be the responsi¬ 

bility of the printer, who must keep type standing and drop in 
the entries from subsequent issues from time to time as required- 
It vfould be Opportune here to suggest that lino type composing 
is Hfer for this kind of work as there is no chance then of letters 
being dropped off the ends of lines when moved as there is with 
monot)'pe. With no slight to the printing trade, it will be agreed 
that only in cases of the simplest bibliographical Rirangement can 
intercalation be left to the printer with no copy to guide him. Few^ 
printers indeed woidd consider it. The position of the H VV^ 
\\ Ilson Co* which has a trained staff for this work, is not of course 
considered here. Copy there must be and can be cards, but simpler 
from the printer's point of view is the following procedure: 

The earliest issue to be cumulated is taken a$ a basis and a 
copy pasted for convmience page by page on to large sheets of 
paper. The issue (or issues) to be cumulated w^tth it then has its 
items numbered carefully in ink in the margins. These numbers 
are copied on to the basic issue U'ith arrows added to indicate the 
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correct place of the entries they represent in the new arrangement. 
T^is method can also be used for cumulative indexes to current 
bibliographies which may be produced economically more fre¬ 
quently than the complete work and are a great assistance to the 
user (see platen). 

It need hartUy be added that proofs must be verv' caiefully read 
and opportunity taken to ccarect errors that may have become 
apparent since the appearance of the original issues, 

[NDEXtiS 

The making of indexes will be discussed towards the end of the 
next chapter, but one aspect of it is not out of place here. Every 
bibliography worthy of the name needs an index and it is possible 
and advantageous in many cases to make index entries con¬ 
currently with the main entries. This makes for greater accuracy 
as well as a saving of time. The author index to a classified biblio¬ 
graphy can have its accuracy assured by the taking of a carbon 
copy of the main entry. SuperHuous detail can afterwards be 
deleted before the slip goes to the printer, or. as is sometimes 
done, the carbon paper can be cut to omit all but the first two or 
three lines of the entry. The making of subject index entries at 
this stage will also he easier and safer as the item will be before one. 



Arrangement 
' A GOOD bibliography can be read as well as consulted ‘—Fredson 
Bowers. 

Methods of a rmrigcmen i 

The arrangement of entries in a bibliography is of the greatest 
impottancet and the way in which it is done makes all the differ¬ 
ence between a mere unwieldy list of titles and a useful and easily 
consulted reference tooL Both enumeraiive and descripiive biblio- 
graphics need care in airangement but quite naturally in the 
latter the stress is on the detailed descripiion of each item and 
excessive consideration of subject matter will tend to confuse 
and to detract from the main function. In enumerative biblio¬ 
graphy on the other hand, it can be safely said that it is by its 
arrangement that it stands or falls. 

Methods wLU vary^ according to the subject and die length of 
the bibliography^ and wbUe it is obviously jnipossjble to consider 
here ei-^cry conceivable lypt of bibliographyp w'c shall attempt to 
cover the more likely categories. The following methods of 
arrangement are to be found today t 

1 Gassihed. 
s Subjec t classed (alphabedco-claised)* 
3 A1 phabe tical subject and en try-word. 
4 Annalistic. 
5 Alphabetical author and/or title. 
6 Dictionary^ 
7 Place of origin. 

We w'ill discuss diese in turn and in comparison^ 

1 CL^SSlFtED 

To the experienced bibliographer and librarian^ arrangement 
according to some recognised scheme of classification will recom' 
mend itself as the logical and at the same time most detailed 
method both for general and subject use. It is also the one which 
will appeal most to scientists. Furtherj its successful adaption by 
the British National Bibliography has demonstiated its suitability 
to national use. It is not likely however to appeal generally to the 
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mori^ cons«rvativ<^ student of humankies who will stLLl prefer 
alphabeticaL and/or annaiisdc arrangemenl (see below), and is 
scarcely likely to suit die works of a single au[hor. 

In classified arrangement, as in a dassihed library cataloguet 
each entry is classified according to an adequate classirication 
schennej and is assigned a number which in the notation of the 
scheme is the shorthand abbreviation for the subject of the entry* 
This win stand at the top left or right of the entry and govern 
its position in relation to the other entries. For an o:ample sec 
plates ^ and 11. TIic obvious advantage of this method of arrange¬ 
ment is that not only items of like subject will be found adjacent to 
each other* but, if the classification is a rational one, items on 
related subjects will also be found close at hand. 

The commonest classification scheme in libmry use is the Dew'ey 
Decimal Classification. This was at first used by the ens in its 
ordinary form but now^ with considerable emendaiion to save 
space (see plate ii)* Letters have been substituted for many sub¬ 
divisions but tins does not really detract from Its suitability. It has 
been much extended for special bibliographical application—par¬ 
ticularly in the sciences—unds: the name of the Universal Deci' 
mal Classifies Lion. For an introduction lo the udc see chapter 3 
of S C Bradford's Holmstrom's Records and 
researd} in engineering and indnsirial sdence, second edition 
pages 140-549^ and of course the general introduction to the 
abridged edition. VK is constantly revised and kept up to date 
by the FM^ratlon IntermtionaJe dc Documentation and the 
English edition has been accepted as a British standard. The 
abridged version will be found adequate for many purposes. Other 
schemes^ such as the Library of Congress, Brown’s Subject Classt- 
ficauon or Bliss's Bibliographic Classification^ may be U4ed^ but 
none of these is likely to find infemational adoption as has the 
UDC in spite of its logical imperfections. Bliss is highly esteemed 
by many, and has received an Increasing amount of attention in 
libraries of recent years^ but the writer know^s of no biblidgrapby 
for which it has so far been employed. A number of technical 
bibliographies are dassified by the udc including Physics obsiracts 
and the monthly book lists in the Wireless engineer, and some 
learned periodicals and institutions classify their artides and 
publications in advance, eg Proceedings of the Institute of Radio 
Engineers and the Biitish Standards Institution. 

When using dassified order, it is advantageous as a convenience 
to the consulter to supply a brief eicplanation or ’ translation ' of 
the class number as follows i 

fit 1-3—E^ec/nca^ engineering 
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This practice has been popularised by Messrs Wells and Palmer 
{The fitndsirantah of iibrary cZfljfiTtcafi'flji page 106) under the 
term ■ featuring the explanatory phrase being the ' feature It 
must be admitted however that while helpful in general biblicH 
graphics h is used throughout the and the simpLer special 
ones, it is likely to become impractical in highly technical usage 
™en thQ advantage afforded by the dass numba: as an abbm ia- 
non of a complicated expression will be lost. Further attention 
10 features will be paid in chapter 5. 

A dassjfied bibliography will necessarily have author and subject 
indexes, and in general bibliographies a title one as w^l, in 
additjon to an outline at the beginning of the scheme employed- 

meal subjects rardy require tide indexes, as items in those 
fields are commonly referred to by their author's name only. 

a SUBJECT CUiSSEj) 

“cEhod Of arrangcmerit of bJbliogtaphLes 
j-n - what wtf shall call subject classed^ in order to 

t trentiate it from the classified form jtLsi described. This con- 
^ ^ species of classiKcatiou without a notation and 

ool differ fundamentally from the classified^ in pniC' 
important differences which will be readily discem- 

^ grouped according to the compiler's own wish 
^ subject, each of whlcli may 

divi<iftT> m ^ number of entries falling in any one 
1 ^ T Here is a simple example taken from 

a catalogue of university theses: 

Anthropology 
Physical 
Social 

Economics 
Agricultural 
Cocmiiunications 
Finance 
Labour 
Theory 
Trade and tariffs 

Education 
General 
History 
Methods 
Psychology 
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These headings may be Further subdivided if need be, eg Econo¬ 
mics—Labour—^Trade uniom, or Education—Historj'—igth cen¬ 
tury, and so Qjt^ according to the sire of the bibliography. Sub- 
division of the subject is rarely likely to be carried to the lengths 
that it may he in a classified ^ork however—especially under udc 
—though when the held is a very Limited one it may actually be 
as detailed. The same result is indeed achieved in two or tlirec 
stages as would require a long and involved classification number. 
An example will illustrate this: 

East African future: a report to the Fabian Coloniat Bureau. 
In the Dewey Decimal Qassification this wUl receive the rather 
lengthy number 3^5-34*09676, which can be analysed thus into 
successive stages of subdivision: 

3»5 Colonisation 
3*5-3 „ arranged by mother country 
3*5 34 European colonisation 
3*5■344 British colonisation 
3^5*34^09 « p.^ —^history and local treat¬ 

ment 
345.34*096 p* in Africa 
3*5^34*09676 „ In East Africa 

Jn a subject classed bibliography of colonisation however it will 
only need to appear under the following successive subdivisions; 

British Commonwealth and Empire 
Africa 

East Africa 
or alternatively! 

Africa 
East Africa 

British East Africa 
.As stated above, the degree of subdivision in the subject classed 

bibliography will be largely dependent on the number" of entries 
falling under any one heading, it being undcsimble to have very 
uneven groups. In other words a division of a subject having a 
large number of entries grouped under it will be subject to a 
greater degree of subdivisicm than an equally general division 
under w^hicli there are few entries. For a hypothetical examplCp 
suppose that for a bibliography such as the above one found fifty 
items on East Africa and only ten on West Africa^ one w^ould 
naturally subdivide East Africa by its parts: Kenya, Uganda, 
Tanganyika etc^ while West Africa would rerdaiu undivided. 

If the divisions and subdivisions are arranged alphabetically^ 
as they are in the first example in this section, this method is 
known as the alphabetka^iassed. In a general bibliography, or 
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one ol wide scope, it will be of great assistance to the user, but 
moreoEtexi it b thought better to arrange according to what would 
seem to be a more logical spiem* based perhaps upoii the natural 
development of the subject. This b the principle on which the 
best dassification schemes arc ha$ed^ Several examples of this 
arrangement will be found in the next chapter^ but the following 
example in outline (which is not intend^ to he an exhaustive 
classihcation) will illustrate it: 

I-taitARY SCIENCE 

Theory and principles 
The librarian 
Functions of the library 

Bibliography 
Historical 
Analytical 
Systematic 

Practice 
QassiEcation 
Cataloguing 
Routines 
Assistance to readers 

Buddings 
Planning 
Equipment 

Libraries by type 
International 
National 
Public 

Libraries 
University 
Special 
S^Dol and children's 
Private 

This scheme is naturally open to criLidsru but it must be 
admitted at least that the juxtaposition of the divisions is more 
rational than is the following rearrangemeut, strictly alpha¬ 
betical : 

Practice 
Assistance to readers 
Cataloguing 
Oassification 
Routine 

Theory and principles 
Functions of the library 
The librarian 

Biblidgraphy 
Analytical 
Historical 
Systematic 

Buildings 
Equipment 
Planning 

Libraries by type 
International 
National 
Priv-ate 
Public 
School and children's 
Special 
University 

Many con tern pewary bibliographies will be found to combine 
both logical and alphabetical airangemeritp. and this is often much 
themc^t satisfactory^^ broad alphabetical division being subdivided 
geographically or chronologically or vice versa; for example: 
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Fine art History 
Sthoals> (chronolo^c^ally) 
Each subdivided by period General 

(Thereafter alphabetically 
as follows:) 

Ecclesiastical 
Economic 
Educational 
Political and constitntional etc 

Within each subdivision the actual entries will be arranged 
alphabetically by author or in order of publication, (sec page 45)^ 
and there will be an index (see page Gi). 

The above is advocated lor nortaal subject bibliographies in 
cases where established clasaification schemes are inadequate or 
unsuitabtcp and may also be adopted with care for laiger ^oups 
of subjects in the humafiities, eg historyp social sciences. It is most 
easily consulted in book form when two pag^s are presented to 
the eye simultaneously and further pages can be dipped over 
speedily. Much of its virtue will be lost in card form where the 
visual area is restricted to one entry at a time. There the classified 
method or that next described is more satisfactory. 

3 AJJUtABETICAl- SUBJECT 
Straightforward subject arrangement differs from x at^ne in 
that each item is arranged alphabetically according to the specific 
subject or form heading assigned to it» and not under this as a 
subdivision of a wider subject. The subjects thciusdves may be 
subdivided by aspect when necessary, eg great brjtajn—Social 
cond i tioris, or Aonicu lture—Economic aspec ts. 

Taking the same subjecu as those given in the first example for 
we should find them hy this method arranged as follows j 
Agricul t ure—Econom ic 

aspects 
Anthropolpg)% Physical 
Anthropology, Social 
Commerce 
Communications 
Economics 
Ed ucat ion—History 

Ed ucatiou— Methods 
Educational Psychology 
Finance 
Labour and labouring classes 
Social Anthropology see Anthro- 

polog)^ Social 
Tariffs 
Trade see Commerce 

To librarians this is nothing new. The headinp adopted must 
be based upon a carefully w^orked out list (such as that of the 
Library of Congress) to ensure that the same heading Is always 
used for the Same subject, and that the wrhole structure is hdd 
together by cross refereuces to overcome the difficulties arising 
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from synonjTiious terms (ffg Trade Comnicjxe) and the relation 
of one subject to another {Commerce jee ^Uo Communications), 
the reference being from the greater to the less. It should be dear 
that such references arc verj' much less necessary' in the case of 
subjeci-dassi^d ^xangefnent, in view of the grouping of related 
subjects, Bestennan's World biblio^^phy of bibliographies and 
The London bibliography of the sooial sdenoes (which includes 
an alpha bet jco-classed summary of headings to assist users to find 
the correct heading they want) are examples oi tliis arrangement 
on a large scale. I'he writer however favours it for short biblio¬ 
graphies only (up to 300 items), when the subject cannot he suit’ 
ably subdivided. 

An author index is essential unless subjects are merged with 
author and title entries to form a bibliography in ' dictionary * 
form (see 6 below). 

3A e-ntry-woru 

A variation of this method, and one now somewhat outmoded, is 
w hat is know^ as ‘ entry-word' arrangemenE (see Schneider op cU 
page 134). This is a cro^ between subject and title entry and in it 
the compiler's choice of headings is in effect limited to the words 
in the title of the work and the chief task is to decide which of 
them is the most significant. 

tTuder this sj-stem: 
A history of the medieval Church 

wall probably receive an entry' such as: 
Churchj medieval history^ of 

It is not rccomniended for current use in bibliographies but may 
he employed in indexes. 

Before going on to the remaining methods of arrangejnent, let 
us compare the relative value of these three most generally applic- 
able ones. With regard to i and 3, Dr S C Bradford has already 
done this with considerable force in his book Documentation 
(pages i&^aj). His argument in favour of classified arrangement, 
w'hich will be supported by most scientistSp may be summarised 
as foLlow^. Arrangement by subject headings is unsatisfactory be^ 
Cause a) the subject heading assigned to an item tuay be ambiguous 
and items of tittle or no relationship filed under it; b) it may also 
be uncertain which of several synonymous terms has been selected 
for a heading, eg Antennae or Aerials, and numerous * see * refer¬ 
ences are needed; c) often the heading has to be a compound ex^ 
pressjon consisting of several wordSp eg Electrical apparatus and 
appliances. Domestic, in which ease the chance of symonyms and 
altcmabve entry words becomes greater still, and the possible 
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cornbLiiaiions oE u'orcU fven more consitittable; d) apart from, this 
the scattering of related topics and ihe jnxta|^sition of unrelated 
Qne$ means a great deal more labour in tracking down everything 
written on a subject and necessitates a large number of cross- 
refexeneci linking related subjects such as: Commerce sec sfso 
Finance; Finance see nho Credit^ and soon ad infinitum^ Bradford 
describes this as * hidden dassihcaliort \ withheld from the public 
but under the eye of the bibliographer. 

Finally there is the question of co-operation. Alphabetical 
arrangement hampers cenoperation with other bibliographies in 
related fields^ even if in the same language, as the temainolog)' 
employed may diHer. In the intern at ion al sphere the difficulty is 
aggravated even further in view of the differences in language^ 
The notation of a classification schetne however need have none 
of these draw^backs. 

With mofit of the foregoing one must agree, though Dr Bradford 
is not so ready to admit the errors to which the unskilled classifier 
is liable^ and also the differences of opinion that so frequendy 
arise over placings in the best of classificadon schemes. Classified 
order is not quite the unambiguous answer to our problem that 
he suggests. Nevertheless, we must agree that given a wdl worked 
out classification scheme—preferably one w'hich receives universal 
acceptance—and a well trained classifier, it is bound to be more 
satisfactory than alphabetical subject arrangement for jctentj/ic 
mA/ecls and maybe for other spinal bibUographies of uomider- 
able le7\glh. As has been said, for normal bibliographies the 
subjecL'dassed method is to be preferred^ though where the field 
is very limited specific subject arrangement {see 3) may be the only 
one possible. It would be as well to recall Schneider's warning 
that' classification schemes cannot last for ever New^ discoveries 
and approaches to a subject will be bound to necessitate the re¬ 
vision of a classification scheme in the course of time. Fortunately 
the Fm makes full provision for this in its control of the udc. 

Subject classed arrangement lacks many of the drawbacks of 
specific subject arrangement and possesses some of tbe advanta^s 
of the classified form. Since subjects are grouped under broad 
heads with subdivisions, ambiguity and synDn>mous terms will 
less likely to cn:cut+ An outline of arrangement will be feasible in 
the preliminaries of the publication, enabling the user to cast his 
eye over it quickly to discover the class in which his particular 
interest lies and w?hat heading or headings have been adopted for it 

4 AfTNALlSTIC 

Annalistic literally means ^ according to year "* and,^ in the biblio- 
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graphic^ senjc, by year of publtcaiioti. It is coasequcnily a method 
of arrangement well suited to those subjects (particularly in the 
hurnacutidii) in which it is imporLant to be able to trace the dfr 
vcloptnent as reflected in their literature, eg the works of an 
author* the editions of a celebrated classic, the hislorj of a move¬ 
ment, the progress of an invention or the products of a printing 
pre^. As will be seen from examples given later (pages 52-53)^ 
division of the field into certain broad categories may be essential 
tefore the amialistic approach is employed, eg the separation of 
books from periodical eontribiitjons in the case of an author's 
works. The method is especially suited to descriptive hiblio^ 
graphy. 

If [[ is desirable to distinguish annalistic from chronoLcigical 
arrangement* the latter can be defined as dependent upon the 
fCTi dealt with by the book or article rather than upon its date 
o pubhcation. A bibliography of history, for example, may quite 
natu y be arranged chronologically from the earliest period to 
^e latest. A single historical event however, such as the Battle of 
J^aterloo* mjght be usefully dealt with annalistically, showing 

ow Its ocumentation has developed through the years from the 
first despatches to the considered treatises produced in the light 
of 5u bsequetit even ts an d research. 

sequence of items within a class or subject in a 
jograp y otherwise arranged will be discussed in due course. 

5 alphabetical AlTTHOR 

airangemeDt by author or liUfi is 

ajs few cases. Such major bibliographies 
rvamnli. V ^ bccaujc It is suited 10 their peculiar intent. For 
^nied in f^«lgrave'i Short tills catalogue of books 

l referred 
the 3'- was compiled to record in a conveRient format 
the ^ puWicatlon and date of works published during 

copies of them through® 

™ l^kinl f “ ''^cy 
liOMdrv ot ’*'«’*'!« Halkett and Laing's invatuable Dio- 

won](?b^{,f P^^donymous English literalurs 

dd. tn. ? a^anged 4habetically hv 

ORciscer'a'in ^nfyofdie tJul!'*"'^^ ® 

” of scant use when we have the 

this juhiect? ’ unl*^***^” 'o answer: *What has been wxitten on 
knows a lan»^ t, ^ ”**‘1 fo*" ^ check list onlv. The writer 
icno^ss a large expensive bibliography of literatur^ on colonial 
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territories running to 670 pages, in which the 16,900 entries arc 
arranged alphabetically by author with a subject index giving 
references to item numbers only. As can be imagined, there are 
frequently over a hundred references for larger subjects and the 
labour involved in following them up among the iG^ooa odd 
entries is exasperating, to say the least. 

Of the few cases beyond those already mentioned where this 
arrangement is important, the trade caulogue is doubtless the most 
obvious^ either under author and title in separate sequences or 
combined m one. Here the question answered is 'When was this 
book published? \ ' Is it stiU in print? ", or ' What is its price? 
DescripEivc bibliographies of pure literature of a particular form 
and period, annalistic arrangement not being necessary or desir¬ 
able, are another instance. Michael Sadlelr‘s superb bibliography 
of XIX erntufj fiction (sec plate 4) is a case In point. Here 
annalistic would have been conceivable but might have become 
unwieldy + The author again is here the mosE Important entry word. 

6 DrCTtON^HV 
Dictionary arrangement demands the Intercalation alphabetically 
of entries under author, joint author^ titlep series and subject for 
each item included, tii one sequence. This is common for library 
catalogues but not for bibliographies where almost the only 
examples will be found among tlie trade lists such as the Cumu- 
lative book index. The main entry will be under author and those 
under title and subject somewhat abbreviated* The physical 
make-up and the demands made upon a bibliography as opposed 
to a library catalogue render dictionary arrangement unsuitable 
for the former, where the stress is generally cither on the author 
or on the subject asp>ect and not on both. 

7 PI-ACE OF PUBLICATION OR PRJNTrNG 

This method may be regarded a$ a modiBcation of x, and is for 
special use only when the place of origin is the governing factor. 
This Is the case with new’spapers and other general periodical 
literature. Union catalogues of petiodicals have in the past been 
arranged by place of publication even when they were confined 
10 scientific subjects, but this method is not now favoured. 
Another category^ of literature to be thus treated is exceptionally 
rare books such as Incunabula. For the latter thesoealied * Proctor 
order'—countries, towns, presses—has not been superseded. Intro^ 
duced by Robert Proctor^ it Is employed by the British Museum 

0/ books printed in the XVih ceniufy. It will be dis¬ 
cussed in more detail later. 
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SEQUENCE OF TJTI^S V^TIUX A CLASS 

Afti?r jt has been decided what arrangement lo adopt for iccim 
of differing subject matterj the arrangement of items of like 
subject matter falling within the £ame group^ class or subject 
subdivision must be considered. The two possible sequences are 
a) alphabetical and b) by date of pubUcation. a) Is the commonest, 
most readily comprehended, and wdth cmT<mt bibliographies the 
only possible way. In retrospective work howexer, arrangement 
by date may be preferable even in cases other than those already 
mentioned above under 4 (annalistic) w^here it is the ovcral) prin¬ 
ciple, It is bound to be largely a matter of opinion and no hard 
and fast rule is desirable, although Schneider (ap cif) says: " Enter 
reference works alphabetically and monographs by date.' This 
however is a theoretical rather than a practical solution as differ- 
entiadon is almost impossible and most bibliographies will 
include both forms of literature- The only recommendation the 
writer feels constrained to give is that if the subject of tlie biblio- 
^aphy is such that the date of publication of each Stem is not of 
first importance {this applies to many subjects in the humanities 

means all) alphabetical sequence should be adopted; 
if the date is vital (as in most scientific w^orks) arrange by date. 
nbichcver sequence is chosen, it must be used throughout. It 
may be noted that Besterman's World bibtiogrophy of biblio^ 
grap itcj u^s annalistic sequence w'^bile A London bibtiagraphy 
of the social sciences uses alphabetical. 

In the examples of application of methods of arrangement to 
sptxihe subjects which now follow, one or other sequence will be 
recommended i n each case ai a guide onl y. 

_ application to specific stibfeds 
a\ing dealt at some length with the more common methods of 

^ US now consideT their application to special 
tting aside natjona! and other general bibliographies, 

rf^kYinri-!^ ^ ^ competence of classified form has already been 
. . ' ^ upon, the sole factor in theory governing die possible 

bibliography of any subject is the existrace of 
JufijecL As has been pointed out in chapter 1 

a i<^^hies should perform a useful function and 
mand. Here then is a fairly comprehensive selection of 

want^l w’Th w^hich bibliographies are most often 
A ^liggestions for the ways m which they may be 

onU aid ^ ^ tinderstood that these are suggestions 
only and by no means the sole ways that can be adopted, 
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1 A COtlKTHV 

Not a n:iijonal bibHography^ bul the literature on a country 
wherever published. Except in the cases of very suiall countries, 
such as Basutoland or Tristan da Cunha* a retrospecUve bibUo- 
gniphy is almost certain to be selecuve> as the complete coverage 
of most countries today must necessarily be effected by separate 
subject bibliographies. If a reasonably comprehensive list should 
be attempted for a modern civilised country^ running into thou¬ 
sands of entries, classified order would be the obvious choice, for 
such a work would cover a very large number of subjects—^iu fact 
every subject in which there has been literature in relation to 
the country^ in question. The treatiueni of a selective list of ' best 
books' however (say 200-500 items) should be different Coti- 
sideration must be given here to the purpose of the compilation 
and the public for which it is intended^ likely as not the latter 
W'ill be people of general outlook in foreign countries, since 
specialists w'ill know^ w'hich abstracts etc to consult on their own 
subjects^ AlphabeticO’Classcd arrangement with stress ou the social 
sciences, natural sciences, historyp geography and topography, will 
be best. The peculiarities of each country will naturally be the 
modifying factor. 

Below is a suggested outline for a large dvilised country * 
General the subject and anthologies 

An only) 

Geography 
Cartography 
Economic 
Human 
Physical 
Topography 

General 
Architecture 
Music 
Painting 
Sculpture 
Theatre 

Philology 
Drama 
Poetry 
Prose 
Periodical press 

Philosophy 

Religion 

History^ 
General 
By broad period 
Antiquities 
Biography 

Science, Pure 
General 
Fauna 
Flora 
Geology 

Language and literature 
(to include introduct iom to 

Science, Applied 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Medicine 
Mining 
Other industries 
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Social ScieiKJCS 
AdminjAtratiou 
Commerce 
Economic conditions 
Education 
Law 

Politics 
Psychology 
Social conditions and ser- 

vices. 

Sequence of items wil! be either alphabetical or by date, accord¬ 
ing to preference—^the writer favours the latter. 

Note the omission of the ntathematical sciences and pure litera¬ 
ture. The former are not of sufficient national appUcatlon in most 
cases to warrant inclusion and the latter must necessarily be 
granted a bibliography of its owti if it is to be representative. Less 
de%^eloped lands m Africa, the Indies, South America etc must 
include ethnography. A descriptive bibiiography of this nature— 
witness J A Fcrgitson’s Bibliography 0/ (plate 7)—is 
very suitably arrang^ annalistjcalLy. Such a worL is of course of 
considerable dimensions. In the example quotedp which begins 
with the year 17^4, the fourth volume has reached the year 1850^ 

A good example of such a bibliography in existence is R L 
Hill's Bibliography of tk^ An^to-E^ptian Suf^on from the earliest 
times la ipjy (ouf^. Here are the divisions chosen by its 
compiler. Nearly all of them have been subdivided at length: 

Agricukurie 
Anthropology 
Archaeology 
Arts 
Astronomy 
Belles-Lettres 
Bibliography 
Botany 
Chemistry 
Communications 
Economics 
Education 
Finance 
Forestry 

Geography 
Geology 
Health 
History 
Hydrography 
Irrigation 
Language 
Law 
Meteorology 
Periodicals 
Religion 
Sociology 
Zoology 

This, it will be ohsened, is in many respeas very dlEerent 
grouping from the preceding example, and stands perhaps some¬ 
where betw'een the subject classed and the alphabetkal subject 
arrangement. 

An example of an attempt at a comprehensive bibliography of 
this nature will be found in Oskar Nachod‘s considerable Btiiho- 
graphy of the Japanese Empire 1906-19^6 (3 vols* Goldston, 1958). 
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2 ACirV 

The function of a bibliography of a city varies much from that of 
the larger nuit. Here we have to consider the local historian, the 
antiejnanan and the journalist more than the interested visitor. 
Most cities have pariicnlar associations with persons, e^'ents^ 
industries, and the like^ and w hile these must naturally figure In 
a bibliography they must not be allowed to bulk out of all pro* 
portion to the other items—they may well deserve bibliographies 
of their owti. Examples are Lichfield and Dr Samuel Johnson* 
.ShefSeld and the cutlery industr)^ or Florence and Renaissance art. 
Selection is here essential, while in the case of the large centres 
of printing, such as capitals and old university cities^ imprints as 
such should be completely excluded from a general bibliography. 

A bibliography of a European or an Ainericari capital cit>' t^ay 
is a major undertaking and is not being considered in particular 
here. (See Lottdon bibliography of the $aciol sciences for a sub¬ 
division of LONix>N.) The suggested outline below is intended for 
a city of no especially unusual features; 

Administration History 
(Municipal Services) Original sources (records etc) 

Art By period 
Local artists and musicians 
Collections of pictures 

see also Theatre 
l>escription 

General guide books 
Buildings 
Streets and parks 
Illustrations 
Maps 

Education 
Schools 
Technical colleges etc 
Universities 

Sequence of entries: annalistic 

Biography 
Industry and trade 

By nature of business 
Literature 

Local authors 
The city in literature 

Printing 
Imprints (except in case of 
centres of printing) 

Theatres and other entertain- 
ment 

Drama 
Concerts 
Other 

3 SOCIAL SaENCES 

Possible subjects in this field are very numerous. Alphabetico- 
class^ or subject-classed arrangement will be satisfactory with 
classified if the field is general. The outstanding example of a 
general bibliography in this field, A London bibliography of the 
social sciences, is actually arranged according to the specific 
subject principle* A redeeming feature however is the appendix 
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in which the various subject heading are grouped under hroadcr 
headings such as Agricuituxe, Economics^ Einance etc, which 
enables the consulier to dlscovs all the headings employed for 
related subjects^ some of which he might otherwise misa^ in the 
same way that the alphabctico-cbs^ arrange men E does. A work 
of these dimensions however might well have been classifieds 

We will quote two examples of arrangements that have been 
used in practice in successful bibliographies in the social sciences: 

a) In the field of social anthropologj^ the arrangement used hy 
CRH Taylor in his Pacifk bibliography (Wellington *950 
is very sound. The field is first divided into geographical areas eg 
PolynesLap Melanesiap Micronesia, and then more specifically 
under smaller groups of islands such a^ the Solomon and Samoa, 
In social anthropology geographical area is naturally of the 
greatest importance. Under each of these headingSj wide or 
narrow% there are the follow^ing subdivisions where required with 
only minor variations: 

Bibliography, general works 
Ethnologyp general 
Physical mental characteris¬ 

tics 
Ori^ns k migration 
Culture contacts 
Tribal Sc family organisation & 

law 
Religion k magic 
Science fo medicine 

This example well illustraies the value of specialised knowledge 
in a compilation of this kind. 

h} Another interesting example is Current sociology; inter- 
notional bibliography of sociology^ published by unesoo since 
1951* Cla^iitatjon is very detailed for the close on 1500 items 
in each issue, but we can at least give here the ten main divisions : 

I H i UQty and organ isa tion of sociological studies 
H Bases, methods and general theories 
III Social structure 
IV Societies, groups and ititergroup relations 
V Social control 
VI Social attitudes, public opinion and social communication 
VI! Ecology 
Vfll Socioiog)' of primitive and insufficiently developed peoples 
IX Social breakdow'n and disorder or Social pathology 
X Appl ications of sociological knowledge 

5*> 

Language 
Folklore 
Music, games etc 
Arcbaeologyi hunting, food, 

cooking, cannibalism 
Dress, ornament, arts & crafts 
Canoes^ artifacts 
Catalogues museums 



It may be remarked that in this blbliDgrapliy all titles not in 
English or French in the original are given in inglLsh in braikcu 
(see plate B), Subdivision varies mucb in intensity. As a short 
example let us quote V (Social control): 

Norms, pressures. Influences making for confonnity 
Customst manners and morals 
ConveniionSx fads and fashions 
Law, sociological aspects 
PoHticaJ institutions and processes 
Management, administration, bureaucracy 
VMiile it 13 possible the compilers may see fit to modify this 

scheme—terminology has already been changed here and there—' 
any such plan must stand from issue to issue for convenience in 
consultation. This example should show how inackquate a general 
classification scheme, such as Dewey, is Likely to be for such a 
subject. 

4 SCfENCES: PURE ASO APPLIED 

1l has already been recommended that sdcntiric subjects should he 
classified by the Universal Decimal Qassification which has been 
especially evolved for the purpose and is constantly brought up 
to date. In the event of the compiler disagreeing with the class!- 
fication, which is always possible, he must e%^olve his own, though 
this should be done only after veiy careful consideration and the 
comparison of all existing scheme? that can be discovered^ includ¬ 
ing those of Bliss and the Library of Congress. For an example 
of a bibliography arranged by the UDC see plate g. There must of 
course be an author index and a key to the classification. The 
sequence of entries within subdivisions should be annaHstic, as 
the date of publication is of great importance to a scientist. 

5 PURE LtrERATTJRE 

The literature of a country or of a language—by no mean? syn- 
onymous—may be coveted currently by a national bibliography 
or a trade catalogue which should include everything traced as 
published during the week, month, quarter etc, under ^eview^ 
F-xamples of the former are the Britisk nathn^t bibliography and 
Das schweixer Buch^ and of the latter the Cumuhiiv^ book index 
and Bibtio. Compilation of separate current bibliographies con¬ 
fined to pure literature is not likely to be worthwhile where 
adequate national or trade bibliographies exist. Difficult to com¬ 
pile, but valuable, would be a current: bibliography of English, 
iiteralure published outside the English-speaking world. 
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Retrospective bibliography of pure literature however is another 
matter and of particular value to students. If comprehensive as to 
period, it is almost certain to be selective, listing only worlts of 
proved worth. Such a work can in consequence only be under- 
lakefi by a scholar or scholars whose authority wiU be accepted. 
Examples of these are the Caniirriige bibliography o/ English 
literature and hanson's Manuel bibliagraphtque de 
/ranpdtje wiodeme- Division is a) by period and b) by form of 
liLerature, though the re^^erse is conceivable and may be preferred 
by those who dislike separating periods of literature into water¬ 
tight conipar Linen ts. 

VV'hen the bibliography is limited to a particular form of liiera- 
lure;, works by a particular class of writer (eg women^ inhabitants 
of a smaller geographical area), or to special periods, a higher 
degree of completeness wiU be expected and is indeed the justifica- 
liqn of the work (eg Michael Sadleir's XIX century jetton). 
Ill some young countries, such as Australia, South Alrira etc. 
comprehensive exhaustive bibliographies are still a possibility— 
though noL always a realisable one for economic reasons—within 
a comparatively small compass. 

6 author 
The bibliography of an author may he either descriptive or 
enumerative. If the subject is an esLablished celebrity in the field 
of pure literature, or a pioneer of science such as Sir Isaac Newron, 
whose hrsi editions are sought aftcr^ it is likely to be descriptive. 
In this event arrangenient will naiurally be annalistiCp but should 
editions subsequent to the first be of sufficient value to warrant 
inclusioup they should follow the first. It is probable how^ever— 
and this may apply to other waiters beyond those already men- 
tioned—that some such arrangement as the following will be 
found suitable for the grouping of the diHerent categories of 
literary' product: 

1 Collected works (wdth full analysis of volumes). 
s Separate works (later editions and trartslatlons fallowring 

origin^. Some bibliDgraphers prefer to relegate translations to a 
separate section in order to show development of foreign attention 
to the author^s work more dearly.) Rrferences to coniempomry 
reviews are also useful. 

5 Contributions to periodical 
4 Books, symposia etc, edited and with contributions by author. 
5 Selections from works. 
b Genera 1 studies, obi i uax ies e ic. 
7 Index of tides and proper names. 



Earlier auihors niay need the category "Spurious or supposi^ 
tious works*. Another useful adjunct for writers who publish on 
both sides of the Atlantic is a table showing comparatively dates 
and publishers of chief works in the USA and in Great Britain. 

The desirabiHty o! segregating periodical articles from separate 
works results from the time lag that usually accompanies the 
appearance of ihe latter in comparison with the up to datcncss 
of the former, as w^ell as the difference in physical form, it is 
LmportaDi to note howeser that quite often, especially with poets^ 
an author's w^ork appears first in a periodical* Cross references are 
highly necessary here. 

As examples of this type of descriptive bibliography one cannot 
do better than recommend the superb Soho bibliographies pub¬ 
lished by Hart-Da vis (see plate i). For an enumerative example 
see plate lo. 

It should hardly be necessary to emphasise thai special circum¬ 
stances may require a completely different approach* The work 
of an explorer^ for instance, would require careful arrangement 
under the heads of different expeditions and the inctudon of first 
despatches as well as later considered accounts in book form, 

7 SINGLE W'OIU 

Many of the great books of die world have merited their own 
bibltograpbies—eg die Bible, Dante's Dmne c&medyj Piigrim*s 
progress^ The Arabian nights and others which have gone through 
many editions. In most cases the entries will demand full stan¬ 
dard bibliographical description for the lake of satisfactory idend^ 
fication, though a purely enumerative approach w^ill be suitable 
for less ambitious compilations* The arrangeinent will naturally 
be annalistic with year of publication given clearly in the left-hand 
margin or in the centre of the page. When there are varying 
impressions within the same year and the order can be definitely 
determined—from internal evidence or the Term Registers* for 
instance—well and gocMl, but if die order is not known, difference 
in place of publication, publisher or printer will be a suitable 
distinction and the arrangement may be made alphabccically 
under one of these within any year. Date order how^ever is to be 
prefcTTed when known. 

Unlike an author bibliography where only early editions are 
commonly includedj translations are here best arranged by lan¬ 
guage separately from the original. 

Variations in impressions and editions in rare books may also 
be conveniendy shown in tabular form as an appendix to the 
bibliography, successive impressions being tabulated horizontally 
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and the variant items vertically. This adjunct may also be used in 
some audior bibliopaphi^^ Fcrr example: 

TABLES FOJl TtlE tDESHlPlCATrOX AND COLLATJON OF THE $HA^ESPEAJt£ 

rouos 

I Recto blank. 
PRELIMINARY t^VES 

Verso; To the reader, 
[Te n lines of verse by Ben Jonson] 
a Without the engraved portrait. 

I. 11. Ilia, 
line j Shakespeare Shakespeare Shakespeare 

5 Grauer Graver Graver 
5 wit Wit Wii 
7 face; Face; Fii«; 
4 brajse. Brasse. Brasie. 

$igiiedB.L B.L BJ, 
From Beak handbook no a 0947)' above table is the first 

of those provided by Mr Reginald Horrox to enable owners of 
certain leaves irom the Shakespeare Folios to identify from which 
edition they come. The roman cinmerals. I, II and 111 refer of 
course to the first, second and third folios, Ufa indicating the 
earlier or 1663 state of the last-mentioned. 

a HISTORY 

History^ is an enormous subject and dis'ersity of opinion will 
be found as to what should or should not be included under that 
heading. Some compLIcrs of bibliographies of general history sec 
fit to extend it to cover the political religiomj economic^ social 
and cultural progress of maiikind all in the same work. This is 
done by Frewer in bis Bibliagraphy of hisioritai writings pub¬ 
lished in Greul Britain end the Empire^ 1^40-4^ (Oxfordp 1947). 
who has nineteen classes subdivided by subjects and countries as 
required. Godfrey Davies in an earlier work: Bibliography of 
Brithh history^ i6o)-iji4, is equalLy comprehensive in a more 
specific field. In A guide to historicat titeraiure edited'by C M 
Duccher and others (Kew' York, 1949) w^e have an example of 
more limited scope and of ebssified arrangemenu It is w^orth 
quoting here. There are 26 classes as follows; 

A Historical ^ AuxlLiax)' Sciences 
B General hiitoiy^ 
c Near East in ancient times 
p Ancient Greece 
c Rome 
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F Chrisiianity, History of 
c Mohairnncdanism St Moslem peoples 
H Medieval lime$,soo-1450 
I Modem Europe, 14 50-1870 
j Contemporary times, j 8 71 ’1950 
K Exploration fccolonial expansion 
L Great Britain Sc Ireland 
M France 
K-z [Other countries] 
Each of these classes may be divided if needed by the following 

Sixteen subdivLsiDns: 
1-20 Bibliography 

21-40 Encyclopedias etc 
41-50 Geography & adases 
5iio Ethnography 
6 i -100 Source books, collections of sources etc 

101-120 Shorter general histories 
131-100 Longer general h istories 
201-500 Histories of special periods, regiom 
501^30 Diplomatic, mill tar)' fc naval history 
531-570 Constiluiional & le^l historyp political theory 
571-6W Economic fc social history 
601-700 Gullural history 
701-^00 Biography 
901-920 Government pubticatians 
931 -940 Academic k society publications 
941-tow Periodicals 
Each of these common subdivisions is denoted by numbers 

Vi'hich, used in conjunction svith the letter of each division, form 
the notaiion of a classificatiDn scheme specially adapted to iu 
purpose ;ior example: 

0 571 Economic and social history of Ancient Greece 
Q 531 Naval history'of Holland 

The intermediate numbers are, with the addition of small letters 
in some cases, used for the actual enuineration of individual 
works. 

History Is naturally stibjecl lo very considerable specialisation, 
whether in localities or periods^ C L Grose's stiget bibliography 
of British history, ^660-1760 {Chicago, 1959) is a good example of 
how a single century may be treated, though the current Writings 
on British hisioryf compiled at present for the Royal Histor¬ 
ical Society by A T Milne, will probably remain the best example 
of history bibliography for some time to cotne. The arrangement 
in brief is : 
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[ Gfjjcra/ 
AuxiHary sciences 
BSbLiography Sf indexes 
Archives 1- cdlcctions 
Historiography 
British history in general 
English local history 5c topography 
Wales 
Scotland 

11 Period history 
PrC'Conquest 
Medieval period 
Tudor period 
Stuart period 
iSih century, 

1714-1^15 

1815 1914 

Ireland 
Genealogy 
Collected biography 

Each of the period divisions is subdivided as follows with digbt 
variations; 

General Foreign relations 
Poli deal, constitutional History of arts & crafts 

k legal h istory Wales 
EconomiCj social k culmral history Scotland 
Educational history Ireland 
Eedesiastical history Biography 
The internal arrangement of items Is alphabetical throughout. 

For a specimen page sec plate 19. 
It will be readily seen from these examples that the dassLfication 

schemes in regular use would not be as satisfactory for this sub¬ 
ject as these arcn 

Sa HisTORinat. personage 

A bibliography of an historical figure U often in demand though 
good examples arc not easy to come by. Those customarily found 
in bii^raphies are rarely classified. The following, suitably 
adapted to circumstances, should be adequate for this type of 
subject: 

Biographies, full length. 
Incidents in life (in order of event)^ 
Contemporary opinions on and obituaries. 
Oratorical works (if any) \ 
Uierarj' works (if any) / ^ if desirable 

Sub-arrangement of items will in all cases be annalistic- 

g 

Schemes of dassihcation for both the First and $econd world wars 
have been worked out by the editors of the Dewey Decimal Classi¬ 
fication and should prove adequate. Other schemes have of course 
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been drawn up as welL The outline given below, ba^ed broadly 
on Dewey* will give some idea of the classification of the literature 

Propaganda 
Economic aspects 

FockI 

Other coTTiittodiljes 
Blockades etc i 

(froni economic angle) 
Civilian life in general 

Air raids etc (from civil view- 
point) 

War victims" relief 
Civil defence 

Humour, fictionp caricature etc 

Prisoners 
Much further subdivision will of course be needed for a large 

bibliography, particularly by country'. Some may feel it necessary 
to distinguish between personal reminiscences^ of which there are 
usually au abundance, and formal histories, 

lO NEWSPAPERS 
These should be arranged alphabetically under place of publica- 
tioUt not necessarily of printiug^ as this is not always the same. If 
however the bibliography is retrospective and also confined to the 
press of a large city such as Londort* Paris, or New'^ York^ the most 
logical arrangement would be lu order of date of establishment. 
For a current list intended for general and commercial reference 
howeser, this would obviously be only a nuisance. Entry under 
latest title is to be preferred as that is usually the one best known, 
but opinions here vary (see pages S3-a4). There should be an index 
of titles. Another %'e^' useful adjunct is a chart illustrating by 
horizontal lines crossing verticals drawn at five-yearly inters^als. 
the birth* run and expiration of any paper* This enables one to 
see at a glance what was in progress in any year. 

A problem which confronts all compilers of newspaper lists is 
the derinition of a newspaper. In the first instance one must admit 
that it is the formal which must weigh heavily in any decision. 
The best definition one can offer however is that as distinct from 
a periodical as usually regarded, a newspaper is primarily a 
chronicle of contemporary events, critical comment being only 

§7 

General 
Political history 

(Outbreak, peace moves 
etc) 

Military history 
Navsd 
Army 
Air force 
Other (inielligence etc) 
Campaigns (arranged 

chronologically and 
geographically) 

Other services 
Medical 
Welfare educational 



secondary to its functioti. A pcriodicaJ exists primarily to supply 
cominenur)' or enlcrtainment. There will certainly be doubUful 
cases which spring to mindp but it U better that they should appear 
both in 3 newspaper and a periodical list than be omitted from 
both. 

11 refttoprcAi^ 

Periodicals being of their nature wider in scope than most books> 
even when of specialist interest, and also being less numerom, 
their classirication unll usually be less intense. In general however 
the same recommendations will hold good as were put forw'ard 
for special biblio^phy of books. As pointed out on page 34P 
the functions of lists or bibliographi<^ of pericniicals may vary— 
compare Ulrich, Gregory or the WoHd list of scientific periodicals 
—and will determine the form ol entry. These same functions 
may also determine the arrangement. A trade catalogue such as 
Ulrich* which is primarily a selection guide, and straightforward 
bibiiogtaphies like the biblingraphicuSt should undoubtedly 
be dassihed or alphabetically classed. A union catalogue (Gregory, 
IVor/d list ot LondQn union list) intended for the location of sets 
of periodicaU throughout an area* may of course be classified and 
thus perform a double function, but it is to be presumed that the 
majority of users will know the titles of tJie periodicals sought so 
that alphabetical arrangement is understandable, though not 
preferable to dassibcation in the author's view. The economic 
factor however must enter in when compilations of such sire are 
under consideration. We do not know if Gregory ever entertained 
the possibility of subject arrangement but clearly the extra work 
entailed would have increased the cost greatly^ and moreovei 
other subject lists are available^ 

Smaller union catalogues have adopted $ubject arrangement, 
eg the Catalogue of Union periodicals (South Africa), The method 
adopted in this case however was an unusual one which while 
having certain points in its favour cannot be wholeheartedly re¬ 
commended. Arrangement was by operative word in the title, 
j> Medical journal would be found under svt^mctNX and so w^ould 
Journal de medicine and Deutsche mcdizinische Wochenschrifi* 
The Lancet however* though also demoted to medicine, did not 
appear there but merely had a reference to its title. In the case of 
the humanities it is often difliculE to deLermine which is the 
operative word and frequent references are necessary . Thi^ method 
has sensibly Iwn dropped in the current Periodicah in South 
African libraries where arrangemcnl Is by title only. 

VVe have still to consider the retrospective list, probably con- 
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fined to a century or portion of one, and also to a geographical 
area. There seem* no justification here for subject aTtangement, 
and only a slight one for annalistic. Straightfonvard alphabetical 
sequence is quite satisfactory, with perhap a chart showing what 
periodicals were in progress at any one lime. 

12 IMPRINTS—OP COUNTRY, TOWN OR PRESS (iNCLUPlNC SPECIAL 

CATALOGUES OF INCUNABULA) 
In most countries the need has been fell for recording systemati¬ 
cally the earliest products of the printing press so as to illustrate 
the development of typography in that country. 

a) Incanabulai In Europe the study of the earliest printed 
boots has continued for over a century and a half and will occupy 
scholars tor as long again. For historical reasons it cannot be 
carried out by country' alone and the first great attempt to cata¬ 
logue European incunabula as a whole was that of Hain in his 
Repertorium bibliograpliicum ad annum MO (1826-1838), sup¬ 
plemented by later hands. Today we have two still incomplete 
projects, the Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendruckct a-eic, 7 volumes 
(i9*5-t93S)- and the British Museum's Cafaiogue of books fmnted 
in theXVth century, 9 volumes (1908*1962), based on such a large 
collection that it may be regarded as a bibliography. Both Hain 
and the Gesamtkatalag are arranged alphabetically by authors, 
but it will be admitted that to the student of early printing, 
authorship is not the most important factor. For that reason the 
British Museum catalogue is arranged by the method introduced 
by the late Robert Proctor {1S6S1903) (Proctor order) in his own 
valuable catalogue of fifteenth century books on which the 
Museum catalogue is based. This is first by country', secondly by 
town, then by press and finally by date of printing, if determin¬ 
able. The first thr« take their place according to the date in 
which printing began in them. Only by arrangement like this 
it been found possible to assign books in many cases to their 

carrect printer and date. 
There are naturally numerous smaller bibliographies of in¬ 

cunabula seeking to cover vndividual countries, towns or presses, 
or merely catalogues of the larger collections such as the Henry 
E Huntingdon or the John Rylatids. In these Proctor order is 
generally followed. 

b) £arfy printing Other than incunabula: Forsaking the strict 
period of incunabula—the fifteenth century—we have works 
canying on into the later centuries such as Sayle's Early English 
printed books in the [Cambridge Unisiersity] library 147^1640. 
The latter is arranged by presses, but such catalogues are usually 
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best in purely annalistic order ivben confined to one country's 
printing. 

Of recent years sevmJ of the newer countries of the world out¬ 
side Europe have been ruating sure that their 'incunabula' or 
early imprints, however late in comparisoiL with Europe, shall not 
be forgotten and the history of prlndng be the poorer. A good 
e^tample is Tremaine's Bibliography of Canadian imprints 
ijyi-iSx. A similar publication is coming out for the island of 
Mauri Lius and its neighbours. There is still work to be done in 
this sphere, particularly in descriptive bibliography, and annalis¬ 
tic arrangement of the items is the only possible one, 

c) Pr^siej and publijhers. Compilations in this categorj^ may 
range from incunabula to the products of modem private presses 
Such as the Golden Cockerel. Annalistic is again the ob^uons 
method to show deii'clopmeiit but additional grouping may be 
found necessary^ with some of the older presses. A T Hazen's Bib¬ 
liography of the Simii^b€rry Hill Press {Yale uPj 194!;)^ which is an 
excellent example^ is arranged thus: 

Books 
Appendix A (Odd pieces doubtful) 
Bibliography of detach^ pieces 
Appendix B (Doubtful) 

' Doubtful ‘ here refers to their attribution to the press. The 
famous catalogue of the Ashendene Press is also a model, but not 
so easy to come by. 

13 UKIVEJt^rTY THESES 

A union catalogue theses and dissertatioru accepted bv a 
country s universiti® is a valuable bibiiographica! tool, the more 
so ^anw so many theses are never published and may be over^ 
looked. Such a catalogue should be arranged according to the 
subjects of the curricula or university departments, as this will 
^ most helpful 10 students wishing to Icam what has already been 
done in their field of research. There should also be detailed sub 
ject and author indexes. It is also desirable to note the following 
inlormauon against items when possible: 

1 Details of publication Jf any, 
a Availability of typrscripts on loan or on microfilm. 
Such catalogues will of course be current if possible. Doctoral 

universiliei has been published 
^nuallj for many years hy the Association of Research Libraries. 

.‘if *:ountcrpatt has appeared under the 
sitiJi nt Cr^itf R fpT higher degrees in the univer- 
sUtes of Great Bntam and Ireland, Furthermore u.nesco has pub 
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lishcd Th€S£S in ihe stKinl sciences* an inUTnaiionat andytic^i 
cciGlagiit of ufipublished doefofote theses which Is of 
especial interest. Broad subject division has been adopted only 
but further subdivision by lan^age, ^though all titles are 
translated into Englisb or French if not in dieiD already. This 
departure is sensible in an iniemational bibliography of this kind 
though by no means obligatory. It is understandable that in en¬ 
quiring into research in this field the student wiU be primarily 
interested in works in his own and other languages with which 
he is acquainted before going on to unfamiliar ones. The preface 
to this bibliography is worth study, particularly the section on 
classification by titles. 

Some OtkeT Esseniioh 

l the ^U?^BEnJNG Oir tTEMS 

In both closed and current bibliographies all items should be 
numbered, whates-cr the arrangemcni. Index references to num¬ 
bered items arc much more satisfactory than to whole pages. In 
closed bibliographies not in classified form, numeration need not 
be continuous throughout all sections but can he begun afresh 
in each one after a capital letter or roman numerah eg cj4a or 
XV 6j. Such numbering will give an immediate indication in the 
index of the subject or division in w^hith the item has been placed. 

l^^^ere successive editions are included, these may, in any but 
a one work bibliographyp be assigned lower case letters after the 
first edition*8 number; for example: 

6 ... ist edition 
Ga + ^. ^nd edition 
6b ... 3rd edition 

Sec Donald Gallup’s T S Eliot: a bibliography for a good example 
(plate a). This may also be done with reviews w^hen they are 
placed after the ivorks on which they comment in an author 
bibliography^ 

In current bibliographies the numbering should be coniinuous 
throughout each imuCj if not a whole year's issues, but it should 
be prefixed by some code indication of the issue in which it 
appears, eg 3^^447^ which w'ill show at once in the index that the 
iicm so designated appears in the third issue of the bibliography 
in question (compare plate B). In annual puhlicatinns the last 
two figures of the year arc a better prefix: eg 6S-675, In cumuJa- 
ijons the natural numerical sequence must of course he upset but 
items should retain original numbers as an indication of when 
they first appeared. 
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Even in an intensely eLassiHed biliography where the few entries 
under any one class numbei: may seem tt> make separate numera¬ 
tion unnecessaTy, it should not be dispensed with, if only for the 
reason just given. Here, as the class number will be above the 
eniry^ the item number is better below on the righu In other bib¬ 
liographies its place may vary^ but is usually found to the left of 
the first line of the entry, A variety of placing^ will be noticed in 
the examples given throughout this manuaL 

3 INDEXES 

Indexes are essential to practically all bibliographies of more than 
say fifty entries, the only exceptions being those few in dietJonary 
or simple alphabetical author form. (See plate 13). 

indexesj w'hith include editoia^ translators, illustrators 
and the like, should be made always, with references to item num¬ 
bers, 1 ille indexes are required less often and usually only with 
general, pure literature and author bibliographies. They may be 
combined u4th the former. 

Subject indexes—needed for almost all special bibliographies, 
bar pure literature and single w'orks—may In the case of classified 
arrangement reler to dass numbers and not to individual items^ 
being in fact an index to the classtficatJon, This much reduces the 
labour in indexing current bibliographies so arranged. In other 
eases a detailed subject index relative to es'ery item should be 
made, since the ad hoc arrangement will rarely bring out et'ery 
facet of the entries subject contenL Each item may have as many 
index entries as it requires^ Here is a simple example: 

Shakespeare s vocabulary in Lovers labour tost; the effect of the 
Elizabethan age and the renascence on the creatioUp use and 
Interprelation of words. 

T^is will dDub[le» be classed among Shakespeare studies, but in 
the index it will be referred to from such headings as; 

English language, Elizabethan 
Lovers iuhoiir lost^ vocabulary 
Renascence, effect on language 
Semantics 

Shakespeare, ^V illiam, vocabulary 
In the case of desmptive bibliography,, particular!v w^hen con* 

with early printing ^see u b) above, page 59). ’ 

« t should be as thorough as possible and synonyms should 
o s intc . he actual mechanics of indexing need not becn- 

la^ed upon h^e as there are several good guides to this available 
{eg R L Collison Indexei and indexing Benn, second edition 

a suggested method of assisting index making was given 
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on psgc 35- If this is too cLaborate the simple author imdex to 
3 bibliography m other than alphabetical author order is most 
natmalLy prepared by rearranging the cards constiiuting the basic 

copy, 

3 OTHER AOJLtKCTS 

Other useful adjuncts to the goewi bibliography are: 
a) Preface, explaining scope, limitations, predecessors etc 
b) List oi contents, which may include 
c) Schedule or outline of the method of arrangement 
d) List of authorities consulted and libraries searched etc 
e) List of pctidHiicals and other works analysed 
f) Elucidation of abbreviations. Here let us again advocate 

clear abbreviations—if possible those which are mnemonic and. 
self explanaEor>' to the student who knows his subject: €g &m=^ 
British Museum, is to be preferred to 

g) Explanation in detail of typical entry. If any form otlier than 
the standard catalogue entry is used, and particularly in the case 
of bibliographical description, an example should be taken and 
analysed part by part. There is no reason why a bibliography 
should be a cryptic compilation comprehensible only to the 
expert. Every help should he afforded the inexperienced, 

h) in current bibliographies of bookSp a directory of publishep 
represented will be very useful. This need not appear however in 
every issue. 

Some Genera/ Conirdemfjonj In Arrungement 

l c UWtENT Bl BLlCMlitlAl^HlES AXD CUVIULATtONS 

Arrangement of current bibliographies should not differ funda- 
menially from retrospective ones, unless the number of items for 
inclusion in each issue is so small that alphabetical arrangement 
by authors is advisable- It should be borne in mind howe^^er that 
new subjects wDi turn up from time to time and provision must 
be made for therq. With this occasional amendment arrangement 
must be consistent and not vary from i$sue to issue; so it is desir¬ 
able to have an overall plan which will suit both a cumulation of 
current bibliographies and the individual parts which wiO not 
necessarily indude all the subjects represented in the cumulation. 
For this reason classibed airangement is really the most satisfac¬ 
tory. Subject classed, while satisfactory for a cumulation as de- 
mon&cnit^ above, may inevitably cause uneven subdivision in 
the separate parts, but this is not serious compared with incon¬ 
sistency^ 
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t CUlSSTF\ISQ B¥ TITU: 

The danger oE classifying by title when the boot or article is not 
to hand has already been mentioned. There may be times v^hen 
it cannot be avcMded* hut it is hardly tiecessar>- to quote examples 
oE misleading tides from which it would be impossible to deduce 
a book's subjea matter, including instances oE erroneous location 
in bibliographies. Do not practice it if the cLassiheation is at alL 
intensive- Compare To the Finland siationj, by Edmund Wilson, 
a histor)^ of communism up to the time of Lenin's return to 
Russia by way of the Finland Station, Petrograd, in i^iy. 

5 REPETmO?^ OF EK-nifES 

With the exception of bibliographies in dictionary form (see 
page 45)> where all possible entries are arranged In one alpha¬ 
betical sequence, entries in a bibiic^aphy are not repeated under 
diEfercnt headings nearly as much as they are in a librar}' cata¬ 
logue, In the majority of bibliographicSp and ccrtaitdy in all de¬ 
scriptive bibliographies, each entry will appear once only. In 
many cases of course there is justiEicadon for the inclusion of the 
same item under more than one heading, such being the compre¬ 
hensive character oE much documentary^ material, but Eor reasons 
of economy and in view of the physical advantages which the book 
form has over the card file^ when it comes to consultadonp one 
main entry for each item is advocated with shortened additional 
entriea giving' see * references to the main entry. These additional 
entries will take their normal place in the arrangement, w^hatever 
it may be^ after this fashion: 

Huxley, J S and Haddon, A C We Europeans«*. See no 43 
45 being die number of the full entry for this item. It sometimes 
happens that there is an authoritative encyclopedic work w'hich 
deserves mcmion under many heads in a subject bibliography 
(compare Hailey's African niryey). In this event full entries can 
excusably be made whenever ctecemry^ giving the pagination of 
the relevant parts of the book. 

An alternative method to the forgoing and one w^hich saves 
much more space^ is the making of simple * see also' references to 
item numbers at the end of each subdivision of the bibliography 
as follows; 

See also: .Nos sb, 47^ 75 
These references may he combined with references to related sub¬ 
divisions (see pages 41 and 43). 

4 GENERAL aiBLlOCRAPUV COMPARtH WITH SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 

It should not surprise one to find that there may frequently be 
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considciablc dlffertnces beiwcen the form and content of a) a 
bibliography of a special subject, and b} the section dealing with 
the same subject in a work of larger scope. This is due to the necjd 
in the former for self-sufficiency which demands the inclusion of 
borderline cases and of works actually on other subjects which in 
more general bibliographies would be classed elsewhere with 
references. The imprecise nature of books and the consequent 
di(Terence between bibliographical and philosophical classifica¬ 
tion is partly responsible for this. 

A simple example is to be found in the field of geography. Sup¬ 
posing the subject ts the travel literature of South Africa, the fol¬ 
lowing comparison will show the different types of books to be 
expected in the two categories: 

a) Bibliography confined to South Africa 
Travels in sa and its various regions. 
Travels in African con linent incl uding sa . 
General collections of travels including those in sa. 
Yujages touching at sa. 
Contemporary accounts of flora, fauna and peoples. 
Biographies of travellers^ missionaries etc. 

b) Section on the subject in a general bibliography 
Travels in sa and its various regions. 
Travels in African continent with considerable reference to sa. 

A similar position will be found to obtain in many subjects. 
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Layout 
Jt WAS AErrfARRild in chapter i (page 15) that a bibliography conid 
be presented in varintis physical forms. Of [hese ihe eoinmonesL is 
natunilly book form, though sen^iccs on cards are popwlar when 
up to the minute in Formation ts demanded (compare The en¬ 
gineering index in the VSA and Dc Economi^che VooTlichting^- 
dieml in Holland, and many more). There are of course many 
instances when bibliographies are produced in response to a per- 
sonal request, or for the internal use of an Instiiution and one 
copy only Is preserved or maintained^ 

The fair copy of the work, wiii, as already recommended (page 
S7)> be on cards or slips, and it should not be necessary to spend 
further time in making a typed copy on paper, unlessi the reproduc¬ 
tion process demands this. If standard catalogue or index cards 
wdth the customary hole near the bottom edge are used, a tape 
can be threaded tfuough these to prevent their sequence being 
upset at any dme. 

The essentials of good bibliographical layout are a) clear dis¬ 
tinction of one item from another; b) the standing out for easy 
reference of all headings, both those for sections of the work and 
those for individual items; and c) the clear distinction of the 
component parts of the entry, ie author* dlle, imprint, collation 
and notes. These may be satisfactorily produced by the effective 
use of spacing and, in printing, varied forms of letter, as will be 
illustrated below„ 

On a typewriter with standard keyboard, the only varictira of 
letter that can be produced arc upper and lower case (commonly 
called capitals and small letters) and underlining to represent 
itaJicsH although electric machines are on the market with a larger 
variety of lelterSp but their cost is high. It is therefore essential to 
space items as widely as possible-—double spacing as a minimum 
between each -to lessen the chances of con fusion p particularly 
when it Is intended to reduce copy by the offset process (compare 
plate 14). 

Much has been said in chapter * on form of entry, but from the 
layout point of view, standard cataloguing form is the clearest for 
entimerative bibliography* This gives the author heading, which 
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in bib[jc^;raphies of authors is naturally not n^iided for eveiry 
eniry, a line io iiself^ md^jiEs the first line of the title and requires 
double spacing between collation and notes. In bibliographical 
usage it is best for the whole annotation to be indented. The first 
word of the author lieadtng should be in capitals: 

mjNT^ Sir John 

The ascent of Everest, London^ Hodder & Stoughton, 
*953- 
xxp 50op. plates^ illus, maps. 
The official account of the successful British 
expeditionp 1955, 

More economical of space and only slightly less dear is the 
following: 

HUPfT^ Sir John, The ascent of Everest, London, Hodder & 
Stoughton* 1953. xx,30op, plates^ iUua, inaps.fjon. 

Headings for sections and subdivisions should be given at lea$t 
double the usual space allowed between items (compare 
diana^ plate 13), Such headings may be centred but when there are 
da« numbers these are best on the extreme left or right. In alpha^ 
betical subject arrangement headings should be on the extreme 
left. 

Double column is not recoirimended except where the original 
typesCTjpt is photographically reduced considerably as e\’en ^lite 
type is too large for this to be clear or look ivell on a normal page. 

In desmptive bibliography spacing is even more important to 
ensure distinction between the different paragraphs of the de¬ 
scription (compare the example on page eo and plates 1-4, and 6). 

In conclusion let us recapitulate some essentials: 
1 ^t every bibliography be one that will be of practical value; 
a Let the arrangement be one that will be most useful to the 

public for which it is intended; 

3 Be accurate and do not rely upon the work of earlier biblio¬ 
graphers; 

4 Beware of false economy of space at the expense of clarity* 
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Constable and Califorriia Univeraty Press: Cam¬ 
bridge University Press (printers), 1951. aa x 17^ 
cm. An example of the bibliogiaphical treatment 
of periodrea] parts. 

BLA^CK, Jacob. Bibliography of American Ulerature. 
Volume I. Yale University Press. 1955. 20 x 14 cm. 
Bibliographical description in a small space. 

FER€U£OX, J A. Bibliography of Amtralia. Volume 5 
1851-1900. Sydney, Angus &: Robertson^ 1963^ 
19^ x lOi^ cm. Retrospective national bibliography 
of the highest order. 

International bibliography of sociology* Volume 9 
(Paris), UNC£CO 1961^ (International soda! science 
bibliographies), ao x 13 cm* Note the English 
iranslatiDns of titles^ 

Herbert, -rl bibliography of chemical research 
in South Africa^ rp/o-jpjj?. Cape Town, African 
Bookman, 1947. 20 x 11J cm. Note the arrange¬ 
ment by the Universal Decimal Classification. 

RORixsoM, A M Lewin. William McDougatl: a biblio¬ 
graphy. Duke University Press, 1943. ifii x to cm. 
An example of gcxxi layout and choice of typeface* 
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pittle II 

plate I* 

plate 13 

plate 1^ 

plate 15 

plate 16 

plate 17 

plate 18 

plate 19 

plaie 

plate 21 

Britifh national bibliography, August 4th 1965. (Half 
P®S*)* *5 * t^ni. Arrangement by modified 
Dwey Decimal Classiltcation with anaJ^'sis of Qiim* 
bers. 

BTitish national bibliography. Author and title index, 
August 4th 1965. *5 X *0 cm. There are actuaUy 
three column to the page, 

Cattadiana: pitbltcations of Canadian interest tioied 
by the National fifcrni^, September 1965. Ottawa, 
National Library, 1965. ^4 k cm. National bib¬ 
liography reproduced froin electric typewriter 
script with a variety of typefaces, Reduciioo in 
original is about *5 per cent. 

Africana nova: a quarterly bibliography of books 
currently published in and about the Republic of 
South Africa 1963. Number 3. Cape Town, South 
African Publk Library. 1965, x 17J cm. Repro¬ 
duced from electric typewriter script with no variety 
of typeface. 

SAN‘B, South African national bibliography fSuid- 
Afrikaanse nasionale bibliogrape. April/June i9e4, 
Pretoria. State Library, 1964, at x 13^ cm, 

Dos sc/nceiier Buch. Seric a. 65. Jahrg A19, 1 Okiober 
19163. iS X 9^ cm. 

Dania polyglatta: annual bibliography of books, 
articles, aud summaries, etc., in foreign languages 
^riited irt Denmark, tgt 1963. Copenhagen. Rigs- 
bibliotekarembedct. t965. *94 x 14 cm, 

CENTRE BE DOCLTMENTATION iCOXOSIlQtJ'E ET SOCtAI.E 

AViuQU.VE, Bruxelles, ^fimentatioit des populations 
africaines au Sud du Sahara. Bruxelles, cedes-a, 
1965. (Enquetes bibliographiqucs XIII). x ti| 
cm. With useful sinnmaries of contents that arc 
almost ab^traetj. 

rovai. historical sociEtv. Writings on British history. 

i94ty.fy compiled by A Taylor Milne. Volume 1. 
l^ndon, Cape, i960. 18 x 11 cm. Brevity with 
tltgsitice. * 

scirvpERx, Isaac (ed). Select bibliography of South 
African native life and problems. Oxford, 1941. 

Cumulations. A simple example of preparation of 
copy for the printer. See page 34, 
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Index 
Abbrcvisitioni of 51^ of 

period [fal liiJei ij 
Ab«Lraciing tS-17, i^^pi |S 
AddiCEorkil enLHci £4 
Adjuntu to the bibiiogt^ph'^^ 
AIpbabetJcjl author or tiiSc arrange' 

ment 44^5. 56. G4 
Alphahcticil 5ubjcct arntngpinent 41, 

4^'43 
Alphabclieo-classod arnnigcmeni ^- 

40.49-50, 

Analyiical entry 
Annalistic arrangciiiMit 4J-44« 4B. 

%% 60 
AntiOLation^yAfi, 11^ i^ctc 

Arrangement 56-65 
Auihor bibliography e4p ig, 44, 

<5. 16: Bfitcrman, Theodore y, 
TFor/d b^iblingTdphy 0/ 
rrflpftifj 4^ 

Bibhograpbical deHJipLioo 1$; 5,tan' 

dard lj, i6« 10-11, 6; full 4^n- 
dard tj-ia, 55 

BlblJog^pliy, general aspects g-j6; 
delinLiiorLs icm; In bmk fonu 15, 
66; In card form 15, G6; phyiidd 
form of maieria! 15, iB: for other 
a^pecU see under jipcdhc subject 

Bibliography of Spedal subjects46-60; 
author 14, j5p iBp 5t'54; biblio¬ 
graphies iq, 49; dty 49; country 
4^-48; historical personage 56; 
history 44^ 54-56. pf ig; imprinu 
59; newspapers 5769; periodjcab, 
4^* pm^ liEcraiurc 45, 46, 
51-51; seaenc^ iS, 33, 51, pi ij; 
single work 53-54; socia] idcnccs 
49 51. pis 3^ 10; th^« 60: War 56-57 

Bio-biblioeraphy see Author brblio^ 
gtaphy 

BHsi's BibhographEcclassibcafion 57, 

BowerSp Fredson PriTxcipfes af biMta- 
graphical description 11, t6,16, 56 

BradtordpSC Docum^tdiian 16, 
1% 4J 

87 

Biitiih museuin, Casahgut 0/ 600A1 
printed in the XVlh tmiuty itp 45, 
59 

national bibtiBgraphy 10, 36, 
U p 13 

Briiish standards institution 57 
Brown's Subject ciassilicatiOEi 57 
Bums, Robert ig 

Cards, use in compilatjon 17, 35, 66 
Catalogue enIry'p standard 10, 65 
Cataloguing si 
Choice of subjeet 17 
Chronolo^cal arrangernent 44 
Ciiy, bibhography of 43 
Clapp. Vemcr W’lo 
Clasulied arrangement 516-30, 41-45, 

5^i5i-M-55r5^ 
Clasufying by title, dangers of 64 
Collection of material la, 17-54 
Compilaiioti 17-55 
CompletcncH t^ sclectjtm 18 
Contents list and other ptellminanes 

to a blbliog^phy 63 
Cooperation^ bibliographical 41 
Copenhagen: BibiwtcilCeniTmfn 33 
Country, bibliomphy of 47-48 
Cowley, J D BihUagraphkiti deserip- 

lEOFi ajid cdiu/ogutng 16, a6 
Cumulal ions 34-55,63^ pi 11 
CojTcni biblio^phy 17,11-53, 65 
ClfWFii loeiofogy (umesco; 50 

Descriptive biblEogr^phy 11 ef pissim; 
fee uijo BibliogrupfiicaJ dcsi^pTiEan 

EN;w^ey deduial classiEeaiion! 57, 51. 

Dictionary artangcnient 45, 64 

Early printed bcu4;s 59-60; see uho 
Incunabula 

Fjotry-word arrangement 41 
Enum^tivc bIbElogiaphy 11, 11 er 

pojsirn 
Eidaile, ArunddI J K g* 11 
^xcerpta mcdicd 51 

" FeaEunng " In classidcatkiu 37-58 
FE^-^tlon iittdTkaiiunily 4ig 

.7 / 



FfT^UMIlp John gf tib- 
iio^aphy ti'-tj 

Fonn of entry tO' 

Gaseke^ Sfr Stephen 9^ im 

Geography, bibliography cif 
Greg^ AVr vVaMer Wilson 9 
Grtgory 's Union lilt 0/ ^cridls 14, gS 

HistCrfial per^nage 
Hlitory^ bibliographv of 44, 54-^. 

pi jg 
* Honoui' of the bibliographer ' 18 
tlumanlties^ bibliography of 19, 44 

Imprints 59-60 
fnmnabuk ti ->i, 45^ 5«]h^ 
Indexes 55,4a* 57, 61 pi is 

Journals ire Fedoff trail 

Langud^ ^nps, biblidgrapliy of ij 
Layout n6-^7 and plaio pp 79-85 
L^l deposit xB 
Library cataingua 45; ai sources of 

material 19^30 
Library of Q^ngresa dasaiJic^tton 97^ 

51 
Library of Congresa list of subject 

lieaditigs 41 
Limiiaiion of HcM 17 
Literaturr. bibliograpby of pure 45, 

Lncatjqn of copies 51 
London bibliography of Ihe jocid^ 

Kignca 41,49 

Makitep L N t€5 wufves du trmwl 
bMiagraphiiiUf! ii-itp 15 

^t:anusidpu 19 

I^'aEional bibliography 14, *8^ 
S3^ 51* ?. it-ijl aa source for 
tJlIci 19, 3^ 

Newipaptrt 57 
Numbering of itcnai 6i-6^ 

Perfodical* 45, jy-jg, pi ,5. 
abbreviation of titles an ides 

19^ 5^; lodesECi aps union 
caialoguoi 39 

Fcfiodkflli in Soiiih Afneon librnn^s 
>4 

PhoiDCop^igxip 31 
Preface toi a hiblicgraphy 63 
Prex^, atrangemetii by 45; biblio- 

graphiei of 59-60 
* Proctor order " 45.59 

PnblicatloiTp place of 45p 57 
Publishers, agteetnent with 51 

References, ^ «c * and ' sec also * 64 
Regional bibliography 14 
Reixtition of cntrici ^4 
Reirofipbcf ivebiblioeniphv aSi 5a 
Rcvkwi, as sources for tiilei 30 
Reviiio^ of bibliogTaphJca 33 

Sadleitp Michad XfX iintury fiction 
15, Tfl.pU^.Ji 

Schneiderp Gwrf; Handbunh dcr Bib^ 
ftegrap/ik 7p lOp 11, i^p 41,43 

Sdecce^ bibliography of iBp J9, J5p 

4?.5i.f>'9 . , 
' Scissors and paste ' method of com- 

pitation 53 
AcJECfiOn V ramplctencsa 18 
Sequence of titles within a class 46 
^hakespeaiep Wflliam, tables for 

identificaitiein and collation of the 
folLos fHorrox) 54 

Short title entry lOp sa ' 
Single work, bibllogmphy of 53-54 
Slips." master * 17. 34 
Social anthm-pnlogy , bibliography of 

50. pi io 
Social scLefie»p biblic^raphy of 49-50^ 

Rb 8, xo 
Saha bibh'ograpAicr 53, pi t 
SplicingoE entries Gti-by 
Spedal bibliography 14.19. 43t ^5 
Special subjerts. exampla 46-61 
Spurious works 53 
Standard biblic^phlcal dKiiptiCKn 

X(>fl 
Suldect djlsscd arrangement 36, 491 

58-59, 6&61, 63 
Swisr national library 18, 31 

Theses 60-61 
Title* entry under 45, cfassi- 

f)ing by 64 
TTamiations in blbliogiaphiB 5X1 33 
Typewriter script 116-67 

ffInc/1'1 PeTiodicab directory 14. 58 
imEMa/Uhrary of Congress biblio¬ 

graphical survey 10 
Univenal bibliography 13 
Universal derimnl classification jy,- 

51. 9 

Variant impreidoiu 53^34 

War. biNiography of 56 
IFofId tilt of sexenfi^ pmodkah 13. 
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